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Abstract
The eukaryotic cell cycle is the central molecular oscillator underlying tissue 
growth. Although previous studies have analyzed global cell cycle-associated transcription 
using unicellular systems, precisely how cell cycle-dependent processes are integrated in 
multicellular development in vivo remains unclear. One multicellular context-specific cell 
cycle event is the Interkinetic Nuclear Migration (IKNM), a conserved process by which 
proliferating nuclei translocate to the apical epithelial surface of the epithelium to execute 
mitosis. How cell cycle progression is linked with IKNM remains poorly understood.
Here, I report the global cell cycle-associated transcriptomes of Drosophila wing 
disc epithelial cells (multicellular system) and cultured S2 cells (unicellular system). With 
an integrative FACS-microarray technique, we identified over 600 genes with periodic ex­
pression profiles in each context. Intriguingly, despite the common periodic genes identi­
fied, we also identified 200 genes periodically expressed only in the wing disc cells, 
including many core cell cycle components. I further explored the function of those wing 
disc periodic genes by tissue-specific RNAi knockdown. Combining flow cytometry and 
confocal imaging, I defined 107 periodic genes that control wing growth, wherein 35 peri­
odic genes control cell cycle progression in the developing wing but not in S2 cells (com- 
pared with results from S2 RNAi screens).
In addition to several novel regulators of mitotic cell size and chromosome segrega­
tion, I also identified two novel wing disc-specific periodic genes, knockdown of which 
disrupt IKNM. Strikingly, in both cases, disconnecting nuclei positioning with mitosis does 
not disrupt cell cycle progression per se. One of the IKNM genes is a potential lincRNA, 
which may regulate the expression of kinesin-like protein, Klp54D, and is required for 
normal centriole function. Taken together, my study provided a global functional perspec­
tive on cell cycle regulation in vivo, and identified numerous novel periodic genes that con­
trol growth, cell proliferation and IKNM in the epithelial context.
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Introduction
1.1 Overview
Cell division is one of the fundamental processes that drive tissue growth. Decades 
of study using unicellular models have uncovered the regulation of key processes of core 
cell cycle machinery, such as cell cycle-associated periodic transcription (Cho et al., 1998; 
Cho et al., 2001; Laub et al., 2000; Menges et al., 2003; Oliva et al., 2005; Rustici et al., 
2004; Spellman et al., 1998; Whitfield et al., 2002). Unlike single-cell systems, however, 
cell division in a developing tissue has to be coordinated with the developmental control of 
growth, patterning, and morphogenesis. In the vertebrate neural tube, for example, nuclei 
migrate during cell cycle progression such that mitotic events are confined to the apical 
epithelial surface (Sauer, 1935). This process, interkinetic nuclear migration (IKNM), is 
proposed to be important for determining the cell fate of neural progenitors in vertebrates 
(Cappello et al., 2006; Del Bene et al., 2008; Murciano et al., 2002; Xie et al., 2007). Out­
side of the vertebrate nervous system, IKNM is a deeply conserved process, taking place in 
a broad spectrum of pseudostratified epithelia (Meyer et al., 2011). Nevertheless, despite 
the ubiquity of this conserved mitotic cell behavior, mechanisms linking nuclear cell cycle 
progression to IKNM remain unclear, and the potential contributions of periodically ex­
pressed genes to the regulation of IKNM and other tissue-specific processes have received 
little direct attention.
In this thesis, using an integrative FACS-microarray method, I functionally analyze 
global cell cycle-associated transcription in the developing wing of Drosophila melano- 
gaster. In order to gain insight into global aspects of cell cycle-associated transcription as 
well as the role of periodic genes in wing development, I profiled gene expression in G1 
and G2/M-phase wing disc cells isolated using a novel dissociation-Fluorescent-Activated 
Cell Sorting (FACS) protocol. By directly comparing the cell cycle-associated transcrip­
tome of wing disc cells with that of cultured S2 cells, we identified both common and con­
text-dependent periodic genes. These genes were further tested for their function in tissue 
development, cell proliferation, cell cycle phasing, and mitosis in the developing wing.
The vast majority of genes identified using this approach were not revealed in a previous 
S2 RNAi screen in vitro (Bjorklund et a l , 2006). Notably, I also implicate two novel peri­
odic genes in the control of mitotic nuclear position during IKNM, highlighting the im­
portance of understanding the regulation of cell cycle progression in a context-dependent 
manner.
1.2 Cell cycle regulation in eukaryotic cells
Cell cycle progression is controlled by a combination of transcriptional and post- 
translational regulatory events (Morgan, 2006). At the transcriptional level, oscillations in 
the expression of cell cycle phase-specific cyclins regulate cyclin-CDK complex activity, 
which promotes cell cycle progression (Figure 1-1). Here, I briefly introduce the major as­
pects of the core cell cycle machinery and the transcriptional regulation of the cell division.
Cyclin B1, B2, B3 
(CyclinB)
Cyclin A
Cyclin D1, D2, D3 
(Cyclin D)
CDK1 (Cdc2)
CDK4/CDK6
(Cdk4/6)G2
Cyclin A1, A2 
(CyclinA)
CDK2 (Cdk2)
Cyclin E l, E2 (Cyclin E)
CDK2 (Cdk2)
Figure 1-1 A typical mitotic cell cycle and the approximate timing of activity for dif­
ferent complexes of cyclins and CDKs, based on published mammalian studies.
Drosophila family members are indicated between brackets. Shapes outside the cycle indi­
cate the oscillation of corresponding cyclin-CDK complex activity (Adapted from van den 
Heuvel, 2005).
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1.2.1 The core cell cycle machinery
The eukaryotic cell cycle has been intensively investigated for the past decades. For 
a cell to reproduce, the core machinery typically drives two fundamental tasks: the faithful 
duplication and the accurate segregation of the genomic information. Thus, core cell cycle 
regulation is primarily centered on accomplishing DNA replication in S phase and cell di­
vision in M phase, notwithstanding the variation in the details of cell cycle progression be­
tween different organisms and tissues (Alberts, 2002; Budirahardja and Gonczy, 2009). 
Here, I review the universal characteristics of cell-cycle control systems in eukaryotic 
cells, with a focus on DNA replication, mitosis, and checkpoints.
1.2.1.1 DNA replication
DNA replication is a highly conserved process consisting of initiation, elongation, 
and termination. Among these, replication initiation process involves sequential dynamic 
steps including origin recognition, licensing, unwinding (activation of the helicase), and 
elongative assembly (replisome loading) (reviewed in Bell and Dutta, 2002). Origins are 
discrete sites along each chromosome where replication begins. The origins are identified 
as A/T-rich ARS consensus sequence (ACS) around lOObp in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
(Leatherwood, 1998), whereas they are not defined DNA sequences and probably are de­
termined by epigenetic mechanisms in metazoans (Aggarwal and Calvi, 2004; Danis et al., 
2004). In an ATP-dependent manner, the Origin Replication Complex (ORC) binds to rep­
lication origins through the cell cycle (Bell and Stillman, 1992; Gossen et al., 1995). In G1 
phase, DNA-bound ORC interacts with Cdc6 and Cdtl, which bring the hexameric MCM 
helicase complex, and form the licensed prereplication (pre-RC) initiative complexes 
(Aparicio et al., 1997; Feger, 1999; Tanaka et al., 1997). After the MCM helicase becomes 
activated, the scaffold protein CDC45 helps load the replisome, which contains DNA pol­
ymerases and the GINS complex (Moyer et al., 2006; Wohlschlegel et al., 2002; Zou and 
Stillman, 1998). This process is dependent on the activity of CDK (cyclin-dependent ki­
nase) and DDK (Dbf4-dependent kinase) in the beginning of S phase (Masumoto et al., 
2002; Tanaka et al., 2007; Yabuuchi et al., 2006; Zegerman and Diffley, 2007). In S 
phase, bidirectional replication forks are activated, subsequent DNA replication starts, and 
CDK activity ensures no new pre-RC assembly in S (reviewed in Sclafani and Holzen,
2007). This is achieved by elevated activity of CDK, which phosphorylates pre-RC com­
ponents, such as GRC, Cdc6, and the MCMs. The phosphorylation of pre-RC controls their 
release from the chromatin, degradation, and nuclear export, which prevent re-replication 
(Bell and Dutta, 2002; Dahmann et al., 1995). In addition, the level of geminin, an inhibi­
tor of pre-RC formation by preventing Cdtl function and MCM loading, increases as S 
phase proceeds till it is degraded by APC in late M phase (Wohlschlegel et al., 2000).
Thus, both CDK activity and geminin contribute to the prevention of re-replication.
1.2.1.2 Mitosis
The mitotic phase is the most dynamic phase of the cell cycle at cellular level, in­
cluding the major events of the G2 to M transition, chromosome segregation, and cytoki­
nesis. The G2 to M transition commits cells to mitosis, and is positively regulated by the 
activation of CDK1 (M-Cdk) through Plkl (Barr et al., 2004; Pomerening et al., 2003). In 
metazoan cells, mitosis consists of the sequential stages: prophase, prometaphase, meta­
phase, anaphase, telophase, and cytokinesis (Alberts, 2002). In prophase, centrioles segre­
gate and chromatin condenses into chromosomes, where sister chromatids are bound 
tightly together by the cohesin protein complex, which is established during DNA replica­
tion (Toth et al., 1999). In prometaphase, the nuclear envelope breaks down (NEBD), and 
kinetochores complete their assembly at centromeres and attach to MT spindle fibers 
(Chan et al., 2005). Next, the mitotic spindle aligns the chromosomes at the metaphase 
plate in metaphase. Anaphase starts once cells trigger the irreversible metaphase-anaphase 
transition through the activity of the ubiquitin ligase anaphase-promoting complex (APC), 
which inactivates M-Cdk and triggers sister chromatid separation by the proteolytic disso­
lution of cohesin (reviewed in Ciosk et al., 1998; Funabiki et al., 1996; Xiong and Gerton, 
2010). Separated sister chromatids then move to opposite poles of the cell. In telophase, 
the nuclear envelope reforms around daughter nuclei, chromosomes decondense, and spin­
dle fibers disperse. During cytokinesis, the cleavage furrow separates the cytoplasm by the 
actomyosin contractile ring to complete mitosis (Gulyas, 1973; Pardo and Nurse, 2003; 
Pelham and Chang, 2002).
1.2.1.3 Checkpoints
Checkpoints are critical mechanisms to prevent errors by blocking cell cycle pro­
gression during cell division. Thus, checkpoint mechanisms are applied at multiple stages 
of the cell cycle to maintain genomic integrity after replication stress, DNA damage, spin­
dle assembly errors, or chromosome segregation defects. For the replication checkpoint, 
the pathway consists of sensors (e.g., RPA, PCNA), amplifying mediators (e.g., Mrcl), 
transducers (e.g., Mecl, Chkl, Chk2, ATM, and ATR) and effector targets (e.g., CDK, 
CDC45, MCM, p53, and BRCA1). Consequently, the activation of this checkpoint trans­
duction pathway translates the signal into the response of cell cycle arrest and DNA repair 
(Reviewed in Nyberg et al., 2002). However, the effects on the cell cycle (transient delay 
in Gl, S or G2, or prolonged arrest in G1 or G2) depend on the stage of the cell cycle rela­
tive to the restriction point controlled by RB/E2F, passing through which commits a cell to 
division (Bartek et al., 1997; Sherr and McCormick, 2002) and the activated checkpoint 
pathways will arrest the cells at G2/M.
In mitosis, the spindle assembly checkpoint senses the alignment of chromosomes 
at metaphase. By monitoring kinetochore tension (Khodjakov and Pines, 2010), it prevents 
Securin and Cyclin B degradation, thus inhibiting chromosome separation when sister 
chromatid pairs lack attachment with spindle fibers (a failure of bi-oriented attachment) (Li 
andNicklas, 1995; Musacchio and Salmon, 2007; Rieder et al., 1995). The spindle assem­
bly checkpoint can be triggered by a single unattached kinetochore, which inhibits all
APC-Cdc20 activity through the mitotic checkpoint proteins Madl, Bubl, Mad2, 
Mad3/BubRl, and BubR3 (Musacchio and Salmon, 2007; reviewed in Rhind and Russell,
2012). When all kinetochores are attached with MTs, the inhibition of APC is relieved and 
the cell enters anaphase.
Perturbing checkpoint genes is generally detrimental to cells. Checkpoint mutants 
in budding yeast do not stop mitosis with stresses, leading to chromosome instability and 
cell death (Hartwell and Weinert, 1989; Weinert and Hartwell, 1988; Weinert et al., 1994). 
Defects in checkpoint proteins, such as Chk2, ATM, and p53 lead to human cancer (Kastan 
and Bartek, 2004).
1.2.2 Transcriptional regulation of the cell cycle
1.2.2.1 The transcriptional regulatory network in G1 phase
Transcriptionally, the pRB/E2F pathway directly regulates expression of cyclin E 
and other target genes to drive the Gl/S transition (Duronio and O'Farrell, 1995; Duronio 
and Xiong, 2013; Dyson, 1998; Geng et al., 1996; Ohtani et al., 1995). In this regard, 
temporal regulation of transcription downstream of E2F ensures coordinated expression of 
factors required for Gl/S progression and cellular growth (Datar et al., 2000; Duronio and 
Xiong, 2013; Dyson, 1998). In quiescent mammalian cells, overexpression of E2F can in­
duce S phase entry (Johnson et al., 1993), and in Drosophila, ectopic E2F can accelerate 
cell cycle progression (Neufeld et al., 1998). Similarly, overexpression of G1 cyclins re­
sults in truncated G1 phases (Johnson et al., 1993; Ohtsubo and Roberts, 1993; Resnitzky 
et al., 1994) and is reported to induce mammary gland tumors in mice (Smith et al., 2006; 
Wang et al., 1994). These studies collectively demonstrate the importance of proper cell 
cycle-associated transcription and thus raise a critical question: How much of the genome 
is periodically transcribed in a cell cycle-associated manner?
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1.2.2.2 The global analysis of the periodic transcriptome in single-cell systems
A paradigm for understanding global cell cycle-associated transcription has 
emerged from studies of synchronized cells in humans (Cho et a l, 2001; Whitfield et al, 
2002), budding yeast (Cho et al., 1998; Spellman et al., 1998), fission yeast (Oliva et al., 
2005; Rustici et al., 2004), bacteria (Laub et al., 2000) and plant cell culture (Menges et 
al., 2003). Collectively, these studies have identified hundreds of periodic genes, a large 
number of which are involved in cell cycle-specific processes and expressed at peak levels 
when their functions are required. However, to date, global analyses of periodic transcrip­
tion have focused on single-cell systems, and the potential intricacies of the periodic tran­
scriptome in complex multicellular tissues remain poorly understood.
1.2.2.3 Periodic genes in normal development and diseases
Although the periodic transcriptomes of complex tissues have not been studied 
globally, individual periodic genes have been identified that play a role in coupling cell 
cycle progression to developmental events and disease processes. Drosophila cdc25 
(string) represents a classic example of transcriptional control of early zygotically driven 
cell divisions. Its dynamic expression controls the temporal and spatial control of patched- 
synchronized cell divisions in the early Drosophila embryo (Edgar and O'Farrell, 1989; 
Foe, 1989). String level is regulated by Tribbles through protein degradation (Mata et al., 
2000). During early gastrulation, blocking cell division through inhibition of String by 
Tribbles in the mesoderm is essential for the morphogenetic process (Seher and Leptin, 
2000). In addition to the dynamic regulation of string and tribbles, humpty dumpty {hd) is 
a conserved gene whose expression peaks at Gl/S in both humans (Whitfield et a l, 2002) 
and in Drosophila (Bandura et al., 2005). In Drosophila imaginal discs and brain tissue, 
hd is required for cell proliferation and developmental DNA amplification. Another inter­
esting example is the Inhibitor of Apoptosis Protein (IAP), Survivin {Deterin in Drosophi­
la), which functions at the interface between cell proliferation and cell survival in human
cancer cells (Li et al., 1998). Survivin is believed to counteract a default induction of apop- 
tosis in G2/M through G2/M phase-specific expression (Li et al., 1998). The overexpres­
sion of Survivin in cancer may help transformed cells go through mitosis by inhibiting 
apoptosis (Li et al., 1998). Thus, beginning with the characterization of periodically ex­
pressed genes, previous studies have identified essential factors directly functioning in the 
cell cycle, or involved in cell cycle-related processes. This suggests that defining periodic 
genes in vivo may provide a pool of important candidates to better understand cell prolifer­
ation and its related processes in the developmental context.
1.3 Control mitotic division in development
Although the core cell cycle machinery has been thoroughly investigated in repre­
sentative single-cell systems, it is only more recently that light has been shed on the mo­
lecular mechanisms that integrate cell division with the metazoan development in vivo. 
Despite the conservation of molecular mechanisms controlling the central processes of cell 
division (e.g., DNA replication), many context-specific facets of mitosis have been identi­
fied within in vivo systems. Here, I focused on general and context-specific insights of two 
questions related to the process of mitotic division: mitotic cell rounding, and mitotic spin­
dle length.
1.3.1 Control of cell morphology during mitosis
When dividing into two cells from one, cells go through active changes in mor­
phology. Besides the dynamic process of cytokinesis, metazoan cells go through another 
conserved process during mitosis with a drastic change in their morphology, which is mi­
totic rounding (Cramer and Mitchison, 1997; Meyer et al., 2011, b; Thery and Bomens,
2008). Mitotic rounding occurs in prophase immediately after cyclin Bl-Cdkl activation 
and can be reversed by a Cdk inhibitor (Gavet and Pines, 2010b). This cell morphology 
change precedes NEBD as it requires only a low level of Cyclin Bl-Cdks activity (Gavet 
and Pines, 2010b). In addition to Cdk complex activity, both cytoskeletal and environmen-
tal mechanisms have been studied, from which RhoA, actomyosin cortex, and hydrostatic 
pressure have been found to drive cell rounding in mitosis in vitro and in vivo (Maddox 
and Burridge, 2003; Meyer et al., 2011, b; Stewart et al., 2011). Functionally, recent stud­
ies have suggested mitotic rounding is essential for normal mitotic spindle assembly in 
HeLa cells (Lancaster et al., 2013). At the tissue level, mitotic cell rounding accelerates the 
process of epithelial invagination in the Drosophila tracheal placode (Kondo and Hayashi,
2013). Within the context of epithelia, mitotic rounding is observed to associate with apical 
translocation of mitotic nuclei (the process of IKNM discussed in section 1.4) (Kondo and 
Hayashi, 2013; Meyer et al., 2011, b). However, whether the apical mitotic cell rounding is 
required for IKNM is unclear.
1.3.2 Control of mitotic spindle length
The mitotic spindle is the dynamic subcellular apparatus that mediates mitotic 
chromosome segregation through MT-based force (Inoue and Salmon, 1995). Thus, the 
assembly of the mitotic spindle is critical to ensure the faithful separation of duplicated ge­
nomic information to daughter cells. In addition to MTs, the spindle is assembled by MT- 
associated proteins (MAPs) and MT motor proteins (i.e., kinesins, dyneins). In metaphase, 
the spindle maintains a steady state, with pairs of sister chromatids aligned at the spindle 
equator. However, after the sudden transition from metaphase to anaphase, the spindle 
elongates with pole-pole spacing increased to separate chromosomes through dynamic 
MTs and its motor proteins (reviewed in Goshima and Scholey, 2010).
For the accurate segregation of chromatids, in general, the size of the spindle is crit­
ical for not only aligning the sister chromatids in the middle of the cells but placing chro­
mosomes at the center of each daughter cell. Thus, spindle length often scales with cell 
size. In Xenopus laevis, spindle length shows approximately linear increase with cell length 
under 200 pm (Wuhr et al., 2008). This scaling could be a consequence of cell surface 
boundary that restricts the pulling force from astral MT. For the mitotic spindles having
centrosomes and astral MTs, the growing astral MTs develop a pushing force once they hit 
the cell cortex. This force generated via a polymer ratchet mechanism, then give an inward 
force to centrosomes, which limits the spindle length (centrosome-to-centrosome distance) 
(Dogterom and Yurke, 1997; Mogilner and Oster, 2003). However, this scaling rule has an 
upper limit, as in the case of Xenopus laevis, the spindle length never exceeds 60 pm, 
which may be controlled by intrinsic mechanisms (Brown et al., 2007; Wuhr et al., 2008).
Although mitotic spindle length generally scales with mitotic cell size, there are 
many significant exceptions. For example, the syncytial Drosophila early embryo (around 
500 pm long) contains hundreds of mitotic spindles (11.8 pm at cycle 11) (Brust-Mascher 
et al., 2009), the length of which may be controlled intrinsically or by the cleavage furrows 
around the spindles (Sullivan and Theurkauf, 1995). Additionally, in mitosis and meiosis 
that result in asymmetric segregation of daughter cells, spindle length is also not adapted to 
position segregated chromosomes in the daughter cells (Ellefson and McNally, 2009; Siller 
and Doe, 2009). The potential intrinsic mechanisms include centrosome size (Greenan et 
al., 2010), kinetochore-MT interactions and chromosome structure (reviewed in Dumont 
and Mitchison, 2009; Goshima et al., 2007; Neurohr et al., 2011).
1.4 Interkinetic nuclear migration (IKNM)
Interkinetic nuclear migration is one of the best representations of cell cycle regula­
tion in the developmental context of the epithelium. The unique aspects of apical-basal po­
larity and junctions in the epithelium interact with the morphogenesis of an epithelial tissue 
(St Johnston and Sanson, 2011). In a growing pseudostratified columnar epithelium, elon­
gated epithelial cell shapes and apical-basal polarization provide an additional layer of 
complexity and dynamics to mitotic division at the spatial level. Interphase nuclei are posi­
tioned at relatively basal parts of the cell layer (in most part of the thesis, especially in the 
results, “basal” means below the septate junction-delimited mitotic zone (MZ)), while the 
rounded mitotic cells are only observed at very apical locations. This IKNM phenomenon
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was first described in pig neural tube (Sauer, 1935) and was later discovered to be a uni­
versal feature of pseudostratified epithelium, even in sea anemone (Meyer et al., 2011). 
However, the molecular mechanisms and functions of IKNM remain still unclear. There 
are at least three major questions in the field.
1.4.1 Both actomyosin and MT function may be involved in IKNM
What drives IKNM? Studies from different systems have concluded that IKNM is 
driven by actomyosin contractility (Meyer et al., 2011; Norden et al., 2009; Schenk et al.,
2009), or MTs and their associated motor proteins (Del Bene et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2013; 
Kosodo et al., 2011; Tsai et al., 2010). Specifically, both the Actin depolymerizing drug 
Cytochalasin B/D and the non-muscle myosin inhibitor Blebbistatin have a long history 
used in IKNM studies for perturbing apical localization of mitotic nuclei (Messier and 
Auclair, 1974; Meyer et al., 2011; Murciano et al., 2002; Norden et al., 2009; Webster and 
Langman, 1978). Besides inhibiting actomyosin activity, perturbing the MT motor protein 
dynein and its regulators, including dynactin, Lisl, NudC, have also been suggested to af­
fect the apical localization of mitotic nuclei in zebrafish retina (Del Bene et al., 2008) and 
mouse cerebral cortex (Gambello et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2013; Tsai et al., 2007; Tsai et al.,
2010). However, because most of the IKNM studies mark the localization of mitotic events 
using anti-Phospho-Histone H3 (anti-PH3), whose signal starts to accumulate on chromo­
somes during G2 (Gurley et al., 1978; Hans and Dimitrov, 2001; Hendzel et al., 1997), few 
evidences have suggested basal cell division (e.g. cytokinesis) after perturbation, it is pos­
sible that some basal anti-PH3+ nuclei observed were in G2 phase but not mitosis.
1.4.2 The nuclear migration is tightly correlated with cell cycle progression
How is mitotic nuclear position linked with cell cycle progression? The most intri­
guing aspect of IKNM is the tight correlation of nuclear position with mitotic timing. 
Blocking the cell cycle at mitotic phase resulted in arrested mitotic nuclei only at the apical
surface (Langman et al., 1966; Sauer and Chittenden, 1959; Sauer and Walker, 1959).
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Consistently, slowing down the cell cycle of retinal neuroepithelia results in a proportional 
delay of the nuclear migration (Pearson et al., 2005; Wilier et al., 2005). Further, IKNM 
stopped with completely inhibited cell division by pharmacological manipulations in neu­
roepithelia (reviewed in Baye and Link, 2008; Ueno et al., 2006). Despite the observation 
of association, it is still unknown if nuclear translocation is only simply correlated with 
mitosis, or if a global regulator of the core cell machinery (such as CDK) also controls nu­
clear migration.
1.4.3 The significance of IKNM
What is the function of IKNM in the epithelium? Though IKNM was implicated in 
cell fate determination of neural progenitors (Murciano et al., 2002; Xie et al., 2007), a 
more fundamental function of IKNM has been proposed accommodating the ubiquity of its 
conservation. Based on the fact that the centrosomes were accumulated at the apical sur­
face of the epithelia (Chenn et al., 1998; Nakajima et al., 2013; Tamai et al., 2007), one of 
the hypotheses is that nuclei must reach the apical surface to meet the centrosomes and or­
ganize mitotic spindles (Baye and Link, 2008; Chenn et al., 1998). Indeed, silencing cen- 
trosomal protein Cep 120 and its interacting partner TACCs impairs both IKNM and neural 
progenitor self-renewal (Xie et al., 2007). Interestingly, recent studies have shown that be­
sides nuclear translocation, IKNM may also involve active centrosome movement. Instead 
of sitting statically on the apical side before mitosis, more dynamic centrosome hopping 
behavior was observed, in which centrosomes could leave the apical side to bring basal mi­
totic nuclei to the apical surface in chicken neural tube, mouse cortical slides, as well as rat 
brain (Hu et al., 2013; Spear and Erickson, 2012). Together, these data suggest that bring­
ing mitotic nuclei and centrosomes together at the apical epithelial surface may be a gen­
eral feature and a highly regulated process. These highlight the need to obtain mutants that 
only disrupt mitotic nuclear position while maintaining other essential aspects of cell divi­
sion, in order to investigate the function of IKNM.
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In sum, despite the ubiquity of this conserved IKNM phenomenon, its fundamental 
function and the molecular mechanisms linking nuclear migration to cell cycle progression 
remain unclear.
1.5 The developmental system of Drosophila wing imaginal disc
1.5.1 Overview of the Drosophila model system
Drosophila melanogaster represents an ideal model system to study conserved de­
velopmental processes. Drosophila is easy to maintain and breed, having a relatively short 
life cycle. In about 10 days (at 25 °C), an individual Drosophila develops from a fertilized 
embryo to an adult fly through embryogenesis, larval development (molting twice), and a 
pupal stage. In addition, Drosophila carries only four chromosomes with a sequenced ge­
nome, and more importantly, it allows advanced genetic manipulation to identify and char­
acterize the function of novel genes and RNA (Gilbert, 2010). Over a century of genetic 
study and intensive systematic genetic screens have discovered numerous mutants and 
their related genes which define many conserved developmental processes, such as the spa­
tial patterning of body structures (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980).
In additional to traditional mutagenesis screens, RNAi techniques permit genome- 
wide cell cycle screens in cultured Drosophila S2 cells (Bettencourt-Dias and Goshima, 
2009; Bjorklund et al., 2006; Boutros et al., 2004; Rogers and Rogers, 2008). Recently, 
increasing numbers of in vivo RNAi screens have been reported (Cronin et al., 2009; Dietzl 
et al., 2007; Mummery-Widmer et al., 2009; Neumuller et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2009; 
Pospisilik.ef al., 2010; Saj et al., 2010), with access to fly RNAi resources from the 
VDRC, DGRC, TRiP and NIG stock centers. However, to the best of our knowledge, no 
RNAi screens have been reported that investigate growth and cell cycle progression in the 
developing Drosophila wing.
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1.5.2 Development of the wing imaginal disc
In Drosophila, the adult wings and other appendage structures are derived from im­
aginal discs, monolayer epithelial sacs that undergo rapid and continuous proliferation dur­
ing larval development (Cohen, 1993). The Drosophila wing imaginal disc, composed 
mainly of a single layer of columnar epithelial cells, gives rise to the adult wing. This 
structure has been used extensively to investigate pattern formation, growth, and cell cycle 
regulation (Cruz et al., 2009; Martin-Castellanos and Edgar, 2002; Neufeld et al., 1998).
During wing disc development, positional information arises that separate disc into 
anterior/posterior (expressing the homeodomain gene apterous in the dorsal side, and en­
grailed in the posterior (Lawrence and Morata, 1976); Figurel-2) and dorsal/ventral com­
partments (expressing homeodomain gene apterous in the dorsal side,Garcia-Bellido et al., 
1976). These compartment boundaries are defined by mitotic clonal analysis, which pro­
hibit mixing of cells from different subregions (Garcia-Bellido et al., 1976). Besides line­
age restrictions, the wing disc is also extensively patterned (reviewed inBryant, 1974; 
Whittle, 1990). By analyzing cuticle structures formed by fragmented disc (Bryant, 1975) 
and wing cuticle mutants (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992), detailed cell fates have been mapped 
and genes specifically required for wing formation and patterning were discovered. These 
include components of signaling pathways that direct the growth and patterning of the 
wing disc, such as DPP/BMP, WG/WNT, VN/EGF, Notch, and Hh pathways. Indeed, an 
ectopic expression of Dpp and Wingless can induce duplication of wing regions (Capdevila 
and Guerrero, 1994; Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen, 1995).
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Drosophila S 2  Cells Drosophila W ing Im aginal Disc
Figure 1-2 The two Drosophila systems used in this thesis study.
Drosophila S2 cells are the most commonly used culture system for genome-wide RNAi 
screens (image from internet). They are actively dividing with the length of the cell cycle 
around 24 hours. In contrast to the floating-cultured single-cell system, cells in a develop­
ing Drosophila wing imaginal disc are also actively dividing (with a cell cycle timing of 
roughly 12 hours at third instar) but also received positional information that distinguishes 
them into compartments. This staining image shows posterior compartment {green, en- 
GAL4; UAS-GFP) and anterior compartment {red, Ci; protein level is higher next to the 
A/P compartment boundary) (Motzny and Holmgren, 1995).
1.5.3 Growth and cell division in the wing imaginal disc
As a developing epithelial tissue with well-defined patterning mechanisms, the 
wing imaginal disc is an ideal model to understand growth and cell cycle regulation in a 
tissue context (Serrano and O'Farrell, 1997). The wing disc originates from an embryonic 
primordium, comprising about 50 cells at the time of embryo hatching, and developing into 
the third instar stage with about 50,000 cells (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1971). Alt­
hough wing growth is directed by patterning signals (Schwank and Basler, 2010), active 
cell division occurs ubiquitously without an obvious spatial pattern until late in develop­
ment (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam, 1971; Johnston and Edgar, 1998). There is active in­
vestigation into how this uniform growth is controlled by morphogen gradients, including 
Dpp and Wingless (Campbell and Tomlinson, 1999; Hamaratoglu et al., 2011; Lander et 
al., 2011; Moreno et al., 2002; Schwank et al., 2012; Wartlick et al., 201 la; Wartlick et 
al., 201 lb; Zhang et al., 2013). In addition to the active role in promoting cell prolifera­
tion, later in wing disc development, Wingless and Notch signalings induce cell cycle ar­
rest in a zone of non-proliferating cells (ZNC) at the dorsal/ventral boundary (Johnston and 
Edgar, 1998; O'Brochta and Bryant, 1985).
Cell proliferation, cell growth, and tissue compartment growth are highly coordi­
nated in disc cells (Neufeld et al., 1998; Resino and Garcia-Bellido, 2004; Thompson, 
2010). During active division, cell size is approximately constant in the disc proper, and 
apoptosis events are few and sporadic (Milan et al., 1997). Overexpression of CycE and 
String, which are the key molecules regulating the Gl/S and G2/M transitions, result in a 
corresponding shortening of G1 and G2 phases but little changes in the overall cell dou­
bling time or wing size. When cell death is inhibited, overexpression of the upstream regu­
lator of CycE and String, E2F and its repressor RBP, results in shortening or extension of 
both G1 and G2 phases. However, though total cell number changes in the manipulated 
compartment, cell size also changes inversely and the relative size of that subdomain is not 
altered (Neufeld et al., 1998).
In addition to having sophisticated genetic tool kits and well-studied developmental 
process, the Drosophila wing disc also provides a number of established methods for cell 
cycle analysis, such as mosaic clonal analysis (Xu and Rubin, 1993) and flow cytometry 
(Neufeld et al., 1998). Thus, the wing disc offers us an epithelial context to extend our 
knowledge from single-cell systems and to dissect important questions of cell division in 
vivo.
1.6 Aims of this thesis
In this thesis project, I address three specific questions:
1. What is the global periodic transcriptome in the developing Drosophila wing 
imaginal disc, and how does it compare with the global periodic transcriptome 
from the unicellular system of S2 cells?
2. What are the developmental functions of the periodically expressed genes?
3. Do periodic genes of the wing disc function in cell cycle progression or other 
cell cycle-related processes, such as IKNM?
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Methods
2.1 Wing disc dissociation, Fluorescent-Activated Cell Sorting 
(FACS), and live cell cycle analysis of wing disc and S2 cells
2.1.1 Wing disc dissociation
For live wing disc cell FACS assays, Drosophila larvae were raised at 25°C at low 
density until the 3rd instar wandering stage, washed and dissected in PBS (pH 7.4). Forty 
wing discs were transferred into 300 pi 25°C 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma, T4049), 
drawn through an 18G11/2 gauge needle ten times and then incubated for 15 minutes at 
25°C. 150 pi heat inactivated FBS (hi-FBS; GIBCO, 10438) was added to stop the enzy­
matic reaction and samples were again drawn through the 18G11/2 needle ten times. After 
a brief low speed centrifuge (l,600rpm for 5min), cells were washed and resuspended in 
culture solution (Schneider's Drosophila Medium (GIBCO, 11720034), containing 2% hi- 
FBS (GIBCO, 10438) or staining solution (see next).
Please refer to a step-by-step protocol in 2.12 for details.
2.1.2 Wing disc cell staining, FACS, and live cell cycle analysis
Dissociated wing disc cells were kept in staining solution (Schneider's Drosophila 
Medium (GIBCO, 11720034), containing 2% hi-FBS (GIBCO, 10438), and 1 pg/ml 
Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen, H I399) for 20 minutes at 25°C. The sample were then trans­
ferred for sorting or cell cycle analysis using an Influx Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences). 
7AAD (7-Aminoactinomycin D; Invitrogen, A1310; 1 pg/ml) was added five minutes be­
fore cell cycle analysis to labeling dying cells.
Please refer to a step-by-step protocol in 2.12 for details.
2.1.3 S2 cell staining and FACS, and live cell cycle analysis
For S2 cell FACS, low-passage cells (less than 30 passages) were used to count and 
check for viability using a Vi-Cell XR Cell Viability Analyzer (Beckman Coulter) before
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experiments. Cells were collected by a brief low speed centrifugation, washed using PBS 
(pH 7.2), and treated with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA for 1 minute. Hi-FBS was then added, 
followed by centrifugation. Cells were then washed and resuspended in staining solution 
(Schneider's Drosophila Medium, containing 2% hi-FBS and 2 pg/ml Hoechst 33342) for 
20 minutes at 25°C before sorting using the Influx flow cytometer.
Please refer to a step-by-step protocol in 2.12 for details.
2.1.4 Flow cytometry data analysis
Flow cytometry data were analyzed using FlowJo (Tree Star) and Modfit (Verity 
Software House) software. FlowJo was used for primary data viewing and analysis. Modfit 
was used for cell cycle phasing analysis.
2.2 RNA extraction
2.2.1 Total RNA extraction from FACS sorted wing disc and S2 cells
For the FACS/microarray experiment, wing disc and S2 cells were subject to cy­
tometric analysis and partitioned into G1 and G2/M populations. Robust gating was ap­
plied based on 2N and 4N peak positions. Cells were sorted directly into RNAprotect Cell 
Reagent (QIAGEN, 76526) and total RNA was extracted (QIAGEN RNeasy Plus Micro 
Kit, 74034) in triplicate for S2 and OreR wing disc cells, and in duplicate for w1118 wing 
disc cells.
2.2.2 Total RNA extraction for RNA-sequencing
For RNA-seq, 30 third instar wing discs of each genotype were dissected in Ring­
er’s solution; nota were removed to isolate the knockdown domain of Bx-GAL4. Dissected 
material was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for total RNA extraction in triplicate 
(QIAGEN RNeasy Mini Kit). Three biological replicates were used for each condition.
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2.2.3 Total RNA extraction for qPCR assays
Total RNA was extracted from the third instar wing discs of each genotype with 
nota removed to Isolate the knockdown domain of Bx-GAL4. . Dissected material was im­
mediately frozen in liquid nitrogen for total RNA extraction in triplicate (QIAGEN RNe­
asy Mini Kit). At least three biological replicates were used for each condition.
2.3 Gene expression analysis
2.3.1 Microarray analysis
Biotinylated cRNA was prepared from total RNA (Ambion, MessageAmp III RNA 
Amplification kit, AMI793), labeled, and hybridized to Affymetrix GeneChip Drosophila 
Genome 2.0 arrays consisting of probe sets representing over 18,500 transcripts based on 
Flybase version 3.1. Data was analyzed using the R statistical environment. CEL files were 
processed and normalized using RMA (Irizarry et al., 2003).
The linear modeling package Limma (Smyth, 2004), which calculates a moderated 
t-statistic, was used to derive gene expression coefficients using cell type and cell cycle 
phase as factors to identify differentially expressed genes. A function called decideTests () 
was used to generate the microarray venn diagram in the Figure 3-3. It examines a matrix 
of t-statistics and classifies them as up, down, or not significant with a Benjamini- 
Hochberg adjusted p-value of 0.05 (default). The result is a matrix of columns for each 
comparison, rows for each gene, and values of 1, -1, or 0 to denote significant up, down, or 
insignificant change respectively.
2.3.2 RNA sequencing
Poly-A selected, strand-specific RNA-Seq libraries were made using the Illumina 
TruSeq Stranded RNA kit (Illumina). The resulting libraries were purified using Agencourt 
AMPure XP system (Backman Coulter), and then quantified using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent 
Technologies) and a Qubit Fluorometer (Life Technologies). All libraries were pooled, re­
quantified and run as high output mode on 50 bp single-end lanes on an Illumina HiSeq
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2500 instrument, using HiSeq Control Software 2.0.5 and Real-Time Analysis (RTA) ver­
sion 1.17.20.0. The Illumina Secondary Analysis Package (CASAVA-1.8.2) was run to 
demultiplex reads and to generate FASTQ files. The resulting single-end sequence reads 
were aligned to the Drosophila genome, version dm3 from UCSC, using TopHat version 
2.0.8 allowing only unique alignments. Genes with a sum of less than 3 reads per million 
across all 12 data sets were filtered out. Fold changes in gene expression and p-values be­
tween samples were quantified in the R environment using the edgeR library (Robinson et 
al., 2010) from Bioconductor. Microarray and RNA-seq data were deposited at GEO 
(GSE54928).
2.3.3 Quantitative PCR (qPCR) assays
qPCR was performed with Taqman assay on 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System 
(Applied Biosystems) and analyzed with qBasePLUS software (Biogazelle).
2.4 RNA in situ hybridization
2.4.1 Synthesis of RNA probe
Linearized templates were generated from freshly purified and enzyme-digested 
plasmid or PCR products carrying the target gene sequence and a T7, SP6, or T3 promoter. 
In vitro transcription (25 pi) were performed at 37 °C for 2-12 hours. Checked the synthe­
sized probe by running 1 pi on a 1% agarose TAE gel. Stopped the reaction by adding 2 pi 
of RQ1 RNase-Free DNase and incubate the reaction at 37 °C for 15 minutes. Finally, pre­
cipitated the RNA probe by adding 50 pi DEPC-H20, 25 pi 10M ammonium acetate and 
200 pi 100% ethanol (-20°C) on dry ice for 30 minutes, or at -80 °C overnight. Centrifuge 
the tube at 13,000rpm at 4°C for 20min, and then remove the supernatant carefully to leave 
the pellet. Washed the pellet using 1ml 70% ethanol (-20°C). Brief air dried, dissolved the 
pellet in 1ml prehybe solution, and stored it at -20°C. Used 25 to 50 pi for 1ml prehybe 
solution in an in situ experiment.
Please refer to a step-by-step protocol in 2.12 for details.
2.4.2 In situ hybridization
I adapted the protocol from an in situ hybridization protocol of zebrafish embryo
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(learned from Macie Walker during my rotation at Paul Trainor Lab in 2009).
Please refer to a step-by-step protocol in 2.12 for details.
2.5 Bioinformatics
2.5.1 Gene ontology analysis
Gene Ontology (GO) analysis was done using Bioconductor GeneAnswers Pack­
age.
2.5.2 Heatmap
Heatmaps were generated using MultiExperiment Viewer (MeV, v4.8; Saeed et al.,
2006).
2.5.3 Motif analysis
The consensus sequences motif enriched in the upstream regions of gene classes 
were identified using motif discovery tool Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation (MEME; 
Bailey and Elkan, 1994), and the motif comparison tool TOMTOM (Gupta et al., 2007). 
The results of MEME, TOMTOM, and other motif analyses can be accessed at: 
http://wiki.stowers-institute.org/research/AlexanderGarrett/Proiects/cell-cvcle.
2.5.4 Gene interaction network
Protein interaction data, including both physical and predicted interactions were ex­
tracted from GeneMANIA (Warde-Farley et al., 2010). The networks were then construct­
ed using Cytoscape (Cline et al., 2007).
2.6 Fly strains, RNAi Screens, and periodic gene function website
2.6.1 Fly strains
The following fly strains were used: OreR, w1118, yw; UAS-mCD8-GFP (Blooming­
ton 5137), w1118, Bx-GAL4; UAS-dicer2 (Bx-GAL4 also known as MS1096-GAL4, Bloom­
ington 25706; for RNAi adult wing screen and RNA-seq), UAS-dicer2, w1118; engrailed-
GAL4, UAS-EGFP (Bloomington 25752; for flow cytometry analysis), UAS-dicer2, w1118;
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nubbin-GAL4 (Bloomington 25754), A9-GAL4, UASp-GFP-Cnn; Sp/Cyo (made from 
Bloomington 876land 7255), and A9-GAL4, UASp-GFP-Cnn; His2Av-mRFP (made from 
Bloomington 8761, 7255 and 23651 respectively; for live imaging and SPIM). RNAi lines 
for screens were ordered from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC) P-Element 
RNAi Library (GD library). CR32027 was identified from the screen using CR32027-IR1 
(26860, VDRC, GD library), while CR32027-IR2 (103512, VDRC, KK library) was used 
for confirmation. Additional RNAi lines used: Klp54D-IRl (36577, TRiP), Klp54D-IR2 
(100140, VDRC, KK library), Cyp6al7-IR (33887, TRiP).
2.6.2 RNA screens
Males from UAS-IR lines were crossed with GAL4 line virgin females. RNAi 
screens and all crosses were all conducted at 25°C, except a few lines at 18°C and 29°C as 
noted. Phenotypes were scored blindly for both male and female progeny. For most of the 
imaging analysis, only male larvae were used.
2.6.3 Periodic gene function website
Representative RNAi screen phenotypic results can be accessed at: 
http://odr.stowers.org/FlvCvcle. The ortholog information used in the website and in Table 
S8 was extracted from BDGP5 and GRCh37.pl2 of Ensembl Genes 73.
2.7 Wing disc ex vivo culture for drug experiments and live imag­
ing
2.7.1 Wing disc ex vivo culture for drug experiments
For drug experiments, third instar larvae were washed in PBS and dissected in 
Shields and Sang M3 Insect media (Sigma) with 2% FBS (Gibco), Penicillin (100 units/ml) 
-Streptomycin (100 pg/mL streptomycin; Sigma) and BP YE (2.5 g/L Bacto-peptone, 1 g/L 
yeast extract, and 0.5 g/L KHC03). Anterior-half carcasses, including wing imaginal discs, 
were immediately transferred into 75pl of culture media in the center wells of an uncoated
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2x 9 (i-Slide (Ibidi). Corner wells of the slide were filled with lOOpl sterile water and 
heated by a light beam to generate a humid chamber. For inhibitor experiments, we used 
Cytochalasin D (Sigma; 100 pM), Taxol/Paclitaxel (EMD; 250 pM), and nocodazole 
(Sigma; 500 pM). After a 30-minute incubation at room temperature with low-speed agita­
tion, carcasses were fixed and stained as above.
2.7.2 Wing disc ex vivo culture for live imaging
For live imaging, the culture solution above was mixed 1:1 with Ringer’s solution 
(130 mM NaCl, 5 mM KC1, 1.5 mM MgC12) to reduce autofluorescence. Live discs were 
mounted between two pieces of Scotch double-sided tape (3M) in a 35mm glass bottom 
culture dish (MatTek) and covered by a round 5mm coverslip (Fisher Scientific; for Spin­
ning Disk) at room temperature, or in 1% agarose in the Ringer’s solution (for SPIM) at 
30°C.
2.8 Adult wing cuticle preparation for imaging
2.8.1 Preparation of Hoyer’s medium
Prepare under a fume hood. Add 15 g of gum arabic to 25 mL of H20 in a glass 
beaker. Heat to 60°C, and stir overnight on a magnetic stirrer. Successively add 100 g of 
chloral hydrate. After the chloral hydrate has dissolved, add 10 g of glycerol. Centrifuge 
the solution for 30 min at 10,000g and filter the solution through glass wool. Store the so­
lution at room temperature in a tightly sealed flask. Shortly before use, centrifuge Hoyer's 
medium in a tabletop centrifuge for at least 15 min to pellet undissolved particles (the reci­
pe is from Cold Spring Harbor Protocols).
2.8.2 Adult wing sample preparation
Adult flies were collected in 1 ml of 70% ethanol (can be stored at 4°C), and put 
them on low-speed nutator for 30 minutes at RT. Flies were then rehydrated through a 
graded series of ethanol to pure water. Dissected the fly wings with forceps in water under
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a dissection scope. Centrifuge Hoyer’s medium in a tabletop centrifuge for 20 minutes on 
high speed. Carefully transferred and mounted the wings in a drop of 15 pi Hoyer’s medi­
um (use clear liquid) on a slide. Put the cover slip (avoid making air bubbles). Finally, 
placed the slide on a 65°C heat block for 1 hour before imaging. The slide could be stored 
at RT permanently.
2.9 Immunofluorescence Analysis
2.9.1 Information of primary antibodies
Primary antibodies used were: Rabbit anti-phospho-Histone 3 (Upstate; 1:1000), 
Mouse anti-Dlg (DSHB; 1:500), Mouse anti-a-Tubulin (Sigma; 1:5000), Rabbit anti- 
phospho-light chain of myosin II (p-MRLC, Cell Signaling; 1:50), and Rabbit anti-cleaved 
Caspase 3 (Cell Signaling; 1:500).
2.9.2 Sample preparation and staining procedure
Wandering third instar larvae were dissected and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 
(PBS, pH 7.4) for 25 minutes. Carcasses were washed in PBT (PBS with 0.1% Triton 
X I00) three times for 20 minutes, and then stained in primary antibodies overnight at 4°C. 
Samples were washed in PBT for three 20-minute washes and incubated with secondary 
antibodies (1:1000 in PBS) and Alexa Phalloidin 546 (Invitrogen, A22283; 1:250 in PBS) 
for 4h at RT. Nuclei were stained with 5 pg/ml Hoechst 34580 (Invitrogen, H21486) for 30 
minutes at RT.
2.10 Confocal and live imaging
2.10.1 Confocal imaging of wing disc
Confocal images were captured using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope, and ana­
lyzed using ImageJ and Fiji.
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2.10.2Live imaging of apical mitosis in wing disc
A Zeiss PerkinElmer Ultraview Spinning Disk system was used for live imaging of 
mitotic cell division. Spinning disk images were taken and viewed using Volocity, and de- 
convolution was performed with Huygens software (Scientific Volume Imaging).
2.10.3Single Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM) of IKNM
The IKNM time lapses were taken using a SPIM system built in the Stowers Insti­
tute Imaging Core. All images were analyzed using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). For 
quantification of the distance of anti-PH3+ nuclei from the apical epithelial surface, nuclei 
from the strong knockdown regions (wing pouch for nub-GAL4 and dorsal wing pouch for 
A9-GAL4) were used.
2.11 Electron Microscopy (EM)
2.11.1Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Dissected third instar wing imaginal discs were fixed for two hours with 2.5% para­
formaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in PBS at room temperature. The samples were then 
rinsed in PBS and post-fixed with 1% osmium tetroxide containing 0.1% potassium ferri- 
cyanide for one hour at room temperature. The samples were then dehydrated through a 
graded series of ethanol to 100%, infiltrated and embedded in EPON resin. The resin was 
then polymerized at 60 °C for 48 hrs. Sections (80-1 OOnm) were cut on a Leica ultramicro­
tome using a diamond knife. These sections were then stained with 2% uranyl acetate and 
lead citrate for ten minutes and six minutes respectively and visualized using a FEI Tecnai 
transmission electron microscope.
2.11.2Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
Adult flies were fixed in with 2.5% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in 
PBS overnight. The samples were then rinsed in water for three times and post-fixed with 
1% osmium tetroxide for one hour at room temperature. After three time water rinses, the
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samples were then dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 
95%, and 100%) each for 10 minutes. The samples were then treated with hexamethyldisi- 
lazane (HMSD) twice for 15 minutes. The flies were then transferred carefully into a petri 
dish with a filter paper at the bottom, and let air dry overnight prior to imaging. The adult 
fly eyes were visualized using a Hitachi TM-1000 Scanning Electron Microscope.
2.12 Step-by-step protocols and notes for FACS and in situ
In addition to the method in previous section, I attached my step-by-step protocols 
and some critical notes for both experiments here, in order to provide more details on flow 
cytometry and in situ hybridization for future reference.
2.12.1LIA Protocol: Drosophila wing imaginal disc cell disassociation and 
Hoechst 33342 staining (optional) for live cell cycle analysis using Flow 
Cytometry
2.12.1.1 Notes
I optimized this protocol from the old wing disc cell dissociation and staining pro­
tocol (Neufeld et al., 1998) during the two-month rotation in Gibson lab at the end of 2008, 
Introducing syringe-based mechanical disruption to the old wing disc dissociation protocol 
largely improved the dissociation efficiency. More importantly, adding a step to stop the 
enzymatic reaction and subsequently removing the enzyme from the dissociated cell sys­
tem enhanced the yield of live cells. As a result, compared with the old 2-4 hour-long en­
zymatic protocol for imaginal disc dissociation, the new method recovered approximately 
three times more live cells (about 11,000 isolated live cells per wing disc, based on the 
negative trypan blue-staining signal) within a shorter time (20 minutes compared with 120 
minutes, also see Results).
The idea of needle and syringe first came to me from searching and reading classi­
cal papers about establishing in vitro cultures of imaginal disc cells, which mention a step
with ‘vigorous pipetting’. I took it further into practice after a personal communication
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with Dennis Ridenour at Kulesa lab, who was experienced with chick embryo dissociation. 
Ruihong Zhu and Jeff Haug also provided me with enormous help during this process for 
running my numerous samples and giving comments on the dissociation quality.
If you have never done tissue dissociation or flow cytometry, I recommend to per­
form a couple of pilot experiments using this protocol before you start a “real” cell sorting 
or flow cytometry experiment.
Finally, good luck for whatever you are planning to do now!
2.12.1.2 Materials
Microcentrifuge tubes 
18 gauge needles 
1 ml syringes 
Foil
4-Channel Timer
2.12.1.3 Reagents
dH20
0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma T4049, others may also work.)
IX PBS
Schneider's Drosophila Medium
Fetal bovine serum (FBS, Heat inactivated), store in 4C
Hoechst 33342
7AAD
2.12.1.4 Estimated time
Preparation: 5 min 
Dissociation: 15 min 
Staining: 25 min
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Other sample processing steps: 5-10 min 
Total: around 50 min
2.12.1.5 Procedures
1) Prepare good larvae for the experiment ahead of time.
2) Briefly thaw 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA in 25C water bath. Before dissection, 
transfer it into 1.5ml tubes (500pl/for 40discs, this volume can be adjusted 
for more or less discs).
3) Warm Schneider's Drosophila Medium in 25C water bath.
4) Prepare Schneider's Drosophila Medium with 2% FBS. Warm in 25C water 
bath.
5) Mark 1ml syringes with 18 gauge needles, one FBS-, one FBS+ (for multi­
ple samples of the same genotype); or mark the syringe for each sample of 
individual genotype.
6) Transfer larvae from vial/bottle with forceps or brushes into a Petri dish or 
glass crystallization dish. Use 3 rinses of dFEO to remove food and yeast, 
rinse briefly with 70% EtOH, and follow with 2 rinses in dFEO, and 1 rinse 
in PBS. Note: after final rinse, leave enough PBS to hold larvae without 
submerging them.
7) Place three drops of PBS onto a siliconized glass slide. In one drop dissect 
the washed larvae. Invert the anterior half and strip of fat body and gut. 
Transfer the anterior half to the second drop, using forceps, to dissect away 
the wing imaginal discs, excluding other tissues e.g. other discs, trachea. Fi­
nally, transfer the discs to the third drop to wash them of residual media 
(yeast) and larval tissues
8) Transfer the discs into a tube with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA via a 20ul mi- 
cropipettor which has been coated with protein and fat from the dissected
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larvae by pipetting up and down the liquid from the first drop. Note: Pipette 
the minimum possible liquid when transferring the discs in case of signifi­
cant change to medium concentration.
9) As soon as all the discs are collected and transferred into the tube with
0.25% Trypsin-EDTA, draw samples through a FBS-18 gauge needle 
aroundlO times.
10) Incubate the sample in 25C water bath for 15min.
11) Stop reaction by adding FBS % volume of the typsin (250ul FBS for 500ul 
trypsin).
12) Gently dissociate cells in each tube by drawing sample through a FBS+ 18 
gauge needle around 15 times.
13) Centrifuge cells at 1600 rpm for 5 minutes at RT.
14) Two options here: If the cells are from transgenic flies and/or don’t need to 
be stained by other dye, remove SNT and resuspend cells in 500 ul Schnei­
der's Drosophila Medium with 2% FBS. And the sample is ready to run the 
flow cytometry (the sample may be stable at RT. for about lh, but run the 
sample the sooner the better). If the sample needs to be stained by 
Hoechst33342, remove SNT and resuspend cells in 750 ul Schneider's Dro­
sophila Medium, and go on with the following steps.
15) Centrifuge at 1600 rpm for 5 mins at RT.
16) Remove SNT and resuspend cells in 500 ul Schneider's Drosophila Medi­
um. Add Hoechst33342 to a final concentration of lug/ml.
17) Incubate at 25C water bath for 20 minutes. Add 7AAD to a final concentra­
tion of lug/ml for 5min.
18) Run the sample on the flow cytometry as soon as possible.
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2.12.2LIA Protocol: Drosophila S2 cell Hoechst 33342 staining for live cell cycle 
analysis using Flow Cytometry
2.12.2.1 Notes
Get a great DNA profile on a flow cytometer is not an easy task as it appears, while 
it is a game of trying different conditions of each experimental step. Although no dissocia­
tion is needed for culture cells, staining conditions becomes essential. I optimized and con­
solidated this S2 staining protocol for cell cycle live analysis after testing over 80 different 
staining conditions (reagent concentration, pH, DNA dye, etal.) based upon my established 
wing disc cell staining protocol (listed above) during the experiments in 2009.
Additionally, for cell sorting, it is critical to add the detergent pluronic F68 (origi­
nally suggested by Jeff Haug) to the running solution (usually PBS) in the cytometer to 
avoid cell bursting when dropping into the collecting solution.
2.12.2.2 Materials
Microcentrifuge tubes
Foil
25C water bath
Mini-centrifuge
50ml tube shelf
4-Channel Timer
2.12.2.3 Reagents
ddH20
0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Sigma T4049, others may also work.)
IX PBS, 7.2
Schneider's Drosophila Medium
Fetal bovine serum (FBS, Heat inactivated), store in 4C
Hoechst 33342 
7AAD
2.12.2.4 Estimated time
Preparation: 5 min 
Processing cells: 5 min 
Staining: 25 min 
Total: 35 min
2.12.2.5 Procedures
1) Turn on water bath.
2) Prepare Schneider's Drosophila Medium with 2% FBS. Warm it up. Also 
warm up 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA, and FBS to 25C.
3) Prepare lOOx Hoechst 33342 working solution using ddH20.
4) Prepare Schneider's Drosophila Medium+ 2% FBS, with Hoechst 33342 
2ug/ml, as staining solution for post-sort and wash the Cytometer tube.
5) Transfer 1ml fresh S2 cells into a microcentrifuge tube.
6) Mini-centrifuge for lmin, and discard the SNT.
7) Wash the cells by resuspending them into 1.5ml PBS 7.2.
8) Centrifuge again, discard SNT and resuspend in 1ml Trypsin-EDTA for 
lmin.
9) Add 0.5ml FBS. Mix the solution.
10) Centrifuge for lmin.
11) Discard the SNT. Resuspend the cells in Schneider's Drosophila Medium+ 
2% FBS. Add Hoechst 33342 to a final concentration of 2ug/ml.
12) Incubate at 25C water bath for 20 minutes. Add 7AAD to a final concentra­
tion of lug/ml for 5min.
13) Run the sample on the flow cytometry as soon as possible.
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2.12.3LIA Notes: FACS and live cell cycle analysis using an Influx Flow Cytom­
eter (BD Biosciences)
2.12.3.1 Aims for this notes
(
1. To consistently perform experiments using the established protocol for cell cycle 
profile and cell size analysis using wing disc cells;
2. To compare cell cycle profile and cell size in wing discs with/between GFP- 
(intemal control), GFP+ (RNAi) cells, and between samples running on Influx cytometer 
on different days.
2.12.3.2 Machine setting
For FACS live cell sorting, use 12psi/100tip, which seems to be better than using 
higher psi and bigger tips.
For live cell cycle analysis, use 45psi/70tip.
For setting of each cytometer parameter, such as scale of FSC and SSC, use the set­
ting of sample 10cy041-514 as example
2.12.3.3 During sample running on a flow cytometer
1. Run size beads to do the size alignment and correction curve.
2. Run the sample as soon as possible, preventing it from sitting on the bench and 
keep the sample with Hoechst stained away from light.
3. For the whole process, no additional fluid, no vortex (sample could be shaken by 
hands but avoid vortexing), and no on ice;
4. Run through each sample to collect as many cells as possible, since GFP+ cells 
may be less in RNAi cells;
5. Record the sample running starting time, ending time, G1 and G2 peak position 
in Hoechst Blue Int. channel. (Liang will bring the sheet before the experiment);
6. Check the alignment multiple times during the running, to get tight CVs;
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7. Collect Int data for both Red and Blue, adjust two signal channels to be compa­
rable (use sample 10cy041-514 experiment settings);
8. Try to fixed G1 peak position between samples, to get consistent profile for 
comparison (use sample 10cy041-514 experiment settings);
9. Try to move cell apart from debris in the FSC/SSC window (use sample 
10cy041-514 experiment settings);
10. Adjust the window to make sure the data from bigger cells and smaller cells are 
all collected, since the RNAi cells could have different size compared with wild type (use 
sample 10cy041-514 experiment settings).
11. Run a few wild type samples to see the consistency between samples.
12. Run the same sample multiple time through the day to check.
13. For live cell sorting, check the machine performance by post-sort two or three 
times in a one day sorting.
2.12.4LIA Protocol: RNA Probe synthesis for in situ hybridization to Drosophila 
imaginal discs
2.12.4.1 Notes
I adapted this probe synthesis protocol from an in situ hybridization protocol of 
zebrafish embryo (learned from Macie Walker during my rotation at Paul Trainor Lab in 
2009) and a published protocol of high-throughput RNA in situ hybridization to whole- 
mount Drosophila embryos (Weiszmann et al., 2009).
2.12.4.2 Procedures
1) Templates were obtained by PCR from cDNA clones of Drosophila gene 
collection (DGC) following a published protocol (Weiszmann et al., 2009), 
or by directly digesting 5ug plasmid to linearize in a sealed tube, usually in
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37C water bath, 2h (Check enzyme product information for details). 
Checked on a 1% TAE agrose gel till completely linearized.
2) Clean up the PCR product or linearized plasmid using Qiagen PCR purifica­
tion kit, eluted in 30ul DEPC water.
3) In vitro transcription:
Mix the following in the order indicated, at RT.
Table 2-1 In vitro transcription for RNA probe synthesis.
Reagents Amount
5x transcription buffer 5ul
lOOmM DTT 1.5ul
DIG lOx nucleotide mix (on ice) 2.5ul
Fresh linearized plasmid (or PCR prod­
uct)
lug (use less for PCR product)
DEPC-H20 Up to the 23ul
Rnasin ribonuclease inhibitor(on ice) lul
T7 polymerase(on ice) lul
Total 25ul
4) Seal the tube and short spin; incubate at 37C waterbath, 2h.
5) Short spin, remove lul aliquot and run on 1% TAE gel to check synthesis. 
Expect to see RNA band 10 folds more intense than plasmid band, suggest­
ing 10-15 ug probe synthesized.
6) Add 2 ul of RQ1 RNase-Free DNase I, seal the tube and short spin; incubate 
at 37C waterbath for 15min.
7) Add 50 ul DEPC-H20, 25 ul 10M ammonium acetate and 200 ul 100% eth­
anol (-20C).
8) Mix and leave on dry ice for 30min, or at -80C overnight.
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9) 13-15000rpm spin at 4C, 20min. Remove the supernatant carefully, leave 
the pellet.
10) Wash the pellet by adding 1ml 70% ethanol (-20C); 13-15000rpm spin at 
4C, 5min. Remove the supernatant carefully, 13-15000rpm spin at 4C, 
lmin. Record the rough size for the pellet.
11) Use 10 ul tip to remove all the ethanol. Air dry pellet for about 5min until 
obvious traces of ethanol have evaporated. Do not over dry the pellet (don’t 
let the pellet turn from white to transparent).
12) Re-dissolve pellet in 1 ml prehybe solution and store at -20C. Use 25-50 ul 
for in situ 1 ml prehybe solution.
2.12.5LIA Protocol: RNA in situ hybridization to Drosophila imaginal discs
2.12.5.1 Notes
I adapted this in situ hybridization protocol from an in situ hybridization protocol 
of zebrafish embryo (learned from Macie Walker during my rotation at Paul Trainor Lab in 
2009).
2.12.5.2 Reagents 
Table 2-2 Prehybe solution recipe.
Prehybe solution 100ml
50% formamide 50ml of 100%
5 x SSC 25ml of 20 x
1% SDS 10ml of 10%
tRNA 2ml of 12.5mg/ml
50ug/ml heparin 50ul of 50mg/ml
Citric acid to pH 5.5 Around 5 ml
DEPC water to final 100ml
Store at -20°C.
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Table 2-3 Hybe wash solution recipe.
Hybe wash 100ml
50% formamide 50ml of 100%
2 x SSC 10ml of 20 x
0.1%tween20 lOOul of tween20
Citric acid to pH 5.5 Around 2ml
DEPC water to final 100ml
Store at -20°C.
Table 2-4 NTMT development solution recipe.
NTMT 50ml
lOOmMNaCl 5ml of lMNaCl
lOOmM Tris pH9.5 5ml of 1M Tris pH9.5
l%tween20 0.5ml of tween20
50mM MgCl2(add at the last) 5ml of 0.5M MgC12
DEPC water to final 50ml
Use freshly made solution each time. For a short period of time, store the solution
at RT.
PBT and TBT have 1% Tween 20, prepare using lOx PBS or TBS.
Probes: Place 20ul dig probe rxn in 1ml prehybe solution and store @ -20C. Use 
25-50ul of this diluted probe per 1ml prehyb for in situ.
2.12.5.3 Procedures
Dissect, fix and store samples in methanol:
1) Wandering third instar larvae were dissected in PBS (pH 7.4). Carcasses 
were quickly washed in PBS and then fixed in 2%PFA/PBS without rock­
ing, 4C overnight.
2) Wash using PBS for 5min x 2 at RT, rocking.
3) Dehydrate samples through MEOH/PBT, RT:
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4) 25%MEOH/PBT, 50%MEOH/PBT, 75%MEOH/PBT, 100%MEOH/PBT, 
100%MEOH/PBT, 5min each, rocking, finally ini 00%MEOH/PBT, sam­
ples can be stored at -20C.
First Day
Rehydrate samples and in situ hybridization (~5h):
1) Prepare 37C water bath.(Tum it off after use)
2) Rehydrate samples through MEOH/PBT, RT:
3) 75%MEOH/PBT, 50%MEOH/PBT, 25%MEOH/PBT, PBT, 5min each, 
rocking.
4) PBT 5min x 2, rocking.
5) Postfix with 4%PFA/0.2%GA, lOmin, RT, rocking.
6) PBT 5min x 3, rocking.
7) Equilibrate samples with 1:1 prehybe solution/PBT @ 37C, 5min.
8) Equilibrate samples with prehybe solution @ 37C, 5min.
9) Place samples in hyb oven and prehyb, 2h @ 65C, rocking.
10) Place probe in new tube with 1ml prehybe solution. Heat at 80C waterbath 
for 5min before adding. Hyb overnight @65C, rocking.
Second Day
Wash and antibody incubation (~5h):
1) Heatup the desire amount washing solution @ 65C and keep them there.
2) Wash using prehybe solution, 30min x 2 @65C, rocking.
3) Wash using hybe wash, 30min x 3 @65C, rocking.
4) Wash using TBT, 5min x 3 @ RT, rocking.
5) Block with 10% hi-LS/TBT, 2h @RT, rocking.
6) Incubate samples with antibody (anti dig-antibody 1:5000/block solution) 
@ 4C, overnight, rocking.
Third Day
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Wash and development (~ld):
1) Wash using TBT, 30min x 8 @RT, rocking.
2) Remove the last TBT wash as much as possible, wash samples with fresh 
made NTMT, 5min x 2.
3) This step is light sensitive. Develop with NBT/BCIP in NTMT @ RT until 
desired color intensity (can be a few mins to overnight). 50ul NBT and 25ul 
BCIP per 10ml NTMT. (Can stop half earlier, the other half later.)
4) Quick rinse with ddH20, then PBT.
5) 4% PFA/PBS, lh @ RT or 4C overnight.
6) When ready to take pictures, wash samples in PBT, 5min x 3 @ RT, rock­
ing.
7) Put samples in glycerol gradient: 25%, 50%, 75% @RT, rocking.
8) Mount samples in 75% glycerol and take pictures on slide with or without 
spacer.
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Results
3.1 Global analysis of cell cycle-associated transcription
3.1.1 FACS-microarray analysis of wing discs and S2 cells
To define the global cell cycle-associated transcriptional profile in the developing 
wing, I first developed a physical and enzymatic disruption protocol to more rapidly disso­
ciate whole discs into a suspension of single cells. Introducing physical disruption to the 
conventional enzymatic protocol for wing disc dissociation (Neufeld et al., 1998) largely 
improved the dissociation efficiency. More importantly, adding a step to stop the enzymat­
ic reaction and subsequently removing the enzyme from the dissociated cell system en­
hanced the yield of live cells. As a result, compared with the conventional 2-4 hour-long 
enzymatic protocol, the new method recovered approximately three times more live cells 
(about 11,000 isolated live cells per wing disc, based on the negative trypan blue-staining 
signal) within a shorter time (20 minutes compared with 120 minutes).
Using this approach, dissociated live wing disc cells were stained for DNA content 
and then sorted into G1 and G2/M populations by FACS using a robust gating strategy 
(Figure 3-1). To compare cell cycle-associated transcription in the wing epithelium with 
that observed in cell culture, I performed a parallel series of FACS experiments in cultured 
Drosophila S2 cells (Figure 3-1). Based on an assumption that cells in both G1 and G2/M 
phases are normally distributed, I made a simple cell cycle distribution model for each cell 
type. Robust gating was applied each time based on the cell cycle models. Technically, be­
fore each sorting, people who run the cytometer (Jeff Haug, Ruihong Zhu and I) start with 
running a small amount of the sample to get the peak positions of G1 and G2/M popula­
tions. Next, peak position values from the Hoechst Blue Int. channel were put into excel 
tables that I made based on the cell cycle models. Finally, gating positions for both G1 and 
G2/M were auto-calculated in the excel sheet and used for setting up the gates for cell sort­
ing.
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More specifically, if we set G1 peak to x and G2 peak position to y, we used:
for wing disc cells, G1 gate ended at position: x  + -  (y — x);
9G2 gate started at position: y — — (y — x)
1for S2 cells, G1 gate ended at position: x  + -  (y — x);
58G2 gate started at position: y — —  (y — x).
To validate the gating strategy and the system stability, post-sorts were performed 
before and after the cell sorting for all the FACS experiments. As a result, we consistently 
observed a clear separation of the G1 and G2/M populations, confirming my technical ap­
proach. Indeed, by comparing the sorted cells from different cell cycle phases, we also ob­
served increased forward scatter and side scatter in the G2/M population compared with 
Gl. Forward scatter is roughly correlated with cell size and cell structure or composition, 
and it has been used as a measurement of cell size (Neufeld et al., 1998). This result con­
firmed that for both wing disc and S2 cells, there is a continuous cell growth in average 
size corresponding with cell cycle progression (Figure 3-1).
From the sorted Gl and G2/M populations, I extracted total RNA, followed by a 
bioanalyzer analysis to examine RNA quality and quantity. RNA samples were then sub­
jected to SIMR molecular biology core facility for microarray analysis. Three biological 
replicates were examined for each condition, and evaluated using a moderated t-statistic 
(Smyth, 2004) (done by Chris Seidel) to define the most significant periodic genes in both 
wing discs and S2 cells (Figure 3-2, adjusted p value < 0.05).
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Figure 3-1 Fluorescent-Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) of Drosophila wing disc cells 
and S2 cells.
(A) Cell cycle profile from flow cytometry data of dissociated wing disc cells. (B-C) 
Postsort of wing disc cells.
(B) The cell cycle phases of sorted wing disc cells were confirmed by postsort, showing a 
clear separation of the sorted Gl (green) and G2/M (red) cell populations from the Hoechst 
Blue Integral (Int.) channel. Signal of PE (Phycoerythrin) channel is recorded from a de­
tector with a 585 nm band-pass filter.
(C) We observed increased forward scatter and side scatter in the G2/M population, corre­
sponding to an increased average cell size.
(D) Cell cycle profile from flow cytometry data of S2 cells. Note that S2 cells have a rela­
tively longer G2/M phase compared with wing disc cells.
(E-F) Postsort of S2 cells. Sorted Gl and G2/M populations had a clear separation and 
G2/M cells also had a larger average cell size.
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Figure 3-2 Schematic representation of the approach for identifying periodic tran- 
scriptome in Drosophila wing disc epithelial cells and S2 cells.
Integrative FACS-microarray analysis was performed for identifying cell-cycle phase de­
pendent transcription in wing disc epithelial cells and S2 cells.
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3.1.2 Classification of periodic genes in wing discs and S2 cells
Based on the statistical analysis described above, we identified over 700 cell cycle- 
associated genes in wing discs and over 600 in S2 cells (Figure 3-3).
767 periodic in WD 664 periodic in S2
401 4 0 71501
200
18
Diff
Adjusted p value < 0.05 
Figure 3-3 Periodic transcripts identified by microarray.
Venn diagram illustrating sets of periodic transcripts in wing discs (WD) and S2 cells (S2), 
as well as the most differentially expressed genes (Diff) based on t-statistics with a Benja- 
mini-Hochberg adjusted p value of 0.05. These sets included 200 genes (WD specific) that 
were periodic exclusively in the wing disc cells and 91 (S2 specific) that were periodic on­
ly in S2 cells. The intersection of the WD and S2 sets included 150 genes with similar pat­
terns of periodic expression in both cell types (Common), as well as 16 genes displaying 
opposite periodic behaviors (Opposite). For simplicity, the Opposite gene group was man­
ually segregated from the Common category.
The intersection of these sets included 150 genes with similar patterns of periodic 
expression in both cell types (defined as Common genes in Figure 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, and Table 
SI) .
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Figure 3-4 Volcano plots of gene expression analysis for OreR wing disc cells and S2 
cells.
The dashed grey line indicates the adjusted p-value cutoff of 0.05 used to define significant 
gene sets. Genes with specific behaviors across data sets are divided into classes and high­
lighted in color.
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Intriguingly, 200 genes were periodic exclusively in wing disc cells, and 91 were 
periodic only in S2 cells (defined as Wing Disc Specific and S2 Specific ill Figure 3-3, 3-4, 
3-5, and Table SI). Furthermore, 16 genes displayed opposing periodic behavior between 
the two cell types (defined as Opposite; Figure 3-3, 3-4, 3-5, and Table SI).
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Figure 3-5 Categorization of periodic transcripts into six main classes.
Representative expression data and example genes are shown for the Gl and G2 Common
(A), Wing Disc Specific (B), and S2 Specific classes (C). The numbers of transcripts in 
each class are listed in parentheses.
The observed variability between periodic transcription in wing discs and S2 cells
is not likely to represent experimental noise, since we found a strong correlation in global
periodic gene expression between control wing disc samples from two different laboratory
7 7 7 0
strains, OreR and w (Figure 3-6; Pearson Correlation = 0.909). In this case, only 19 
probe sets (among 18,952 analyzed) exhibited a significant difference in periodic expres­
sion between the two strains (Table S2).
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Figure 3-6 Comparison between periodic gene expression in two different genetic 
backgrounds: OreR and w1118.
The periodic genes identified in OreR wing discs and S2 cells are highlighted in color. The 
Pearson correlation for the colored genes between the two experiments was measured at 
0.909 as indicated.
3.1.3 Validation of periodic expression in vivo 
To validate periodic expression in vivo, I selected a set of 24 genes that included 
both cell cycle genes (Q.g.,pcna, Cdc6, and Borr), as well as novel periodic genes (e.g., 
CGI218 and CGI0200) and examined their expression in the eye imaginal disc. I utilized 
the spatial pattern of the cell cycle regulation in the eye imaginal disc to validate the peri­
odic expression in vivo. In the late third instar larva stage, the eye disc includes a morpho­
genetic furrow (MF, Figure 3-26) that sweeps from posterior to anterior of the eye discs, 
producing a stripe of disc cells arrested in G l. Posterior to the MF, a group of cells reenter 
the cell cycle in a second mitotic wave, which leads to stripes of cells in distinct cell cycle 
phases of S and M (Baker, 2001). By examining the RNA expression pattern in the eye 
disc using in situ hybridization, 22/24 genes exhibited cell-cycle associated expression 
(Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8) relative to the stripe of Gl arrested cells in the morphogenetic 
furrow.
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Figure 3-7 Examples of validated Gl periodic gene expression in vivo.
Cell cycle phase-associated expression relative to the morphogenetic furrow was con­
firmed for 22 genes by in situ hybridization in developing eye discs (the top image for each 
gene). These genes also exhibited heterogeneous expression in wing discs (the bottom im­
age for each gene). Other genes confirmed but not shown: CDC45L, Pole2, a s fl, Cafl-180, 
C af 1-105, scrib, Flo-2, CG5491, CG4951. Scale bar: 50pm.
Most of the periodic genes we analyzed were expressed broadly in the wing disc 
(Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). However, CG10200 showed specific expression pattern in the 
wing disc. It expressed predominantly in the peripodial membrane, and in two stripes of 
cells in the wing pouch at anterior-posterior compartment boundary adjacent to the dorsal- 
ventral boundary, related with Hh signaling (Figure 3-8).
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Figure 3-8 Examples of validated G2 periodic gene expression 1V1 v/vo.
Cell cycle phase-associated expression relative to the morphogenetic furrow was con­
firmed for 22 genes by in situ hybridization in developing eye discs (the top image for each 
gene). These genes also exhibited heterogeneous expression in wing discs (the bottom im­
age for each gene), except C G I0200 showing enriched expression in the peripodial mem­
brane and two stripes at anterior-posterior boundary of the disc proper.
Additionally, one Gl gene showed elevated expression in myoblasts (SoxlOOB) and 
one G2 gene (CG3168) showed enriched expression in neural lineages (Figure 3-9). To­
gether, these results identify a core set of periodic genes shared between wing disc and S2 
cells, demonstrate the robustness of periodic transcription in the wing disc, and reveal sub­
stantial differences in periodic gene expression between different cellular contexts.
A  WD-G1 (Myoblast) ^  WD-G2 (neuronal lineage)
SoxlOOB CG3168
Figure 3-9 Two identified genes exhibited elevated expression in specific cell types of 
the developing wing disc.
(A) SoxlOOB exhibited enriched expression in myoblasts of the wing disc (the bottom im- 
age).
(B) CG3168 exhibited enriched expression in neural lineages of the wing disc (the bottom 
image). Both exhibited little expression in the eye discs (the top images). Scale bar: 50pm.
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3.2 The context-dependence of cell cycle-associated gene expres­
sion
3.2.1 The global pattern of cyclic transcription: pathway analysis
To gain a global perspective on functional implications of cell cycle-entrained tran­
scription, I first used a Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway 
analysis to identify molecular processes enriched in either Gl or G2. As expected, Gl 
transcripts were enriched for factors likely to be specifically required in S phase, including 
proteins involved in DNA replication, pyrimidine and purine metabolism, DNA repair, and 
homologous recombination. Interestingly, we also found RNA transport factors to be en­
riched in Gl, including many genes encoding components of the nuclear pore complex 
(NPC), a few genes encoding components of nuclear export complex, and genes function­
ing in RNA processing. The increased expression of NPC components in Gl may correlate 
with the increasing area of the nuclear envelop and NPC in Gl phase (Winey et al., 1997), 
while the elevated expression of RNA transport components in Gl may also prepare the 
cells for an efficient nuclear import and export during cell division or interphase (Gavet 
and Pines, 2010a).
While progression through the Gl phase involves a strict regime of transcriptional 
control in preparation for S phase (Duronio and O'Farrell, 1995; Dyson, 1998; Johnson et 
al., 1993), there is little precedent for a generalized transcriptional program coordinating 
events in G2. Consistent with this, a scan for enriched regulatory sequences 2000 kb up­
stream of Gl genes identified E2F binding sites de novo (computational analysis done by 
Alexander Garruss), while no clear consensus elements were enriched in G2 genes (Figure 
3-10). Based on the KEGG pathway analysis, genes with elevated expression in G2 were 
enriched for the pathways of endocytosis, ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis, protein pro­
cessing in the ER, lipid metabolism (glycerophospholipid, sphingolipid and glycerolipid)
and Wnt signaling. We note that aside from Wnt signaling, these pathways fall into the
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general category of protein and lipid recycling, which suggests a lipid turnover during mi­
totic processes (e.g., cytokinesis) in wing discs. Less predictably, periodically-expresssing 
G2 genes were also enriched for the three branches of the Wnt signaling pathway: canoni-
j
cal, planar cell polarity (PCP), and Wnt/Ca . These periodic genes include many of the 
known receptors, ligands and downstream genes of the Wnt signaling pathway, indicating 
that Wnt signaling might predominant function during G2/M phase. Indeed, it has previ­
ously been shown that canonical Wnt signaling peaks at G2/M, mediated by G2/M Cyclin- 
dependent phosphorylation of Wnt receptor LRP5/6 (Davidson et al., 2009).
MEME predicted enriched E2F sites
A
B
G1 -Common 
p=5.8e-05
G1-Wing disc 
p=3.6e-06
2-
Figure 3-10 Consensus E2F binding motifs that were enriched in the upstream re­
gions of Gl-Com and Gl-WD specific genes.
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3.2.2 The global pattern of cyclic transcription: gene ontogeny categorization
Additional to KEGG analysis, Chris and I applied gene ontology (GO) analysis to 
the periodic genes from six main categories (Figure 3-5, and Table SI). GO analysis 
showed each of these categories to be enriched for distinct biological processes (Figure 3- 
11). As expected, Gl genes with similar expression profiles in wing discs and S2 cells 
(Gl-Com) were enriched for DNA replication. Likewise, G2 genes exhibiting similar regu­
lation in both cell types (G2-Com) were enriched for functions in mitosis.
GO term enrichment
G1-Com G2-Com G1-WD G2-WD G1-S2 G2-S2
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multicellular organismal development 
bristle development
regulation of cellular biosynthetic process
developmental process
regulation of transcription
organ development
system development
anatomical structure development
cell cycle checkpoint
cell cycle
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M phase of mitotic cell cycle 
organelle organization 
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Figure 3-11 Gene ontology category enrichment for the periodic gene classes.
The grey boxes on the right indicate the Development, Mitosis and DNA replication- 
related GO categories.
3.2.3 The plasticity of periodic gene expression: DNA replication
Unexpectedly, several core elements of the DNA replication machinery exhibited 
elevated Gl expression only in wing disc cells (Gl-WD). These included Orcl-Orc3, 
Mcm2-Mcm5, and dup (Cdtl) of the pre-replication complex (pre-RC), and Sld5 of the 
GINS complex (Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13).
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Figure 3-12 Normalized expression levels of individual DNA replication genes by mi­
croarray.
Values are the mean (±SD) of 3 biological replicates. The asterisks indicate statistical sig­
nificance of periodic expression by t-statistics with a Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p value 
< 0.05. The colors under the gene names at the bottom correlate with the colors in Figure 
3-13. Note that the Normalized Expression Level scale is not linear.
Furthermore, CDC6, another component of the pre-RC (Cocker et al., 1996), was 
one of the 16 genes exhibiting opposing patterns of periodic transcription between wing 
disc and S2 cells (Figure 3-12, Figure 3-13 and Table SI). This result is particularly inter­
esting since CDC6 plays an essential role in the initiation of DNA synthesis by loading 
MCM proteins onto chromatin (Coleman et al, 1996; Donovan et al., 1997). In budding 
yeast, this process requires de novo synthesis of CDC6, consistent with its peak expression 
near the Gl/S transition (Donovan et al., 1997; Zhou and Jong, 1990). Consistent with the 
importance of its temporal regulation, ectopic CDC6 causes an M phase delay in fission 
and budding yeast (Boronat and Campbell, 2007; Bueno and Russell, 1992), and induces 
EMT-like changes in mouse and human epithelial cell lines (Sideridou et a l, 2011).
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Figure 3-13 Context-specific periodic transcription of genes involved in DNA replica­
tion.
Note that Orcl-Orc3 and Mcm2-Mcm5 were significantly periodic only in wing disc cells 
(dark blue).
On a more general level, it is unclear why key elements of the DNA replication 
machinery would exhibit different periodic expression profiles in wing disc versus S2 
cells, since most of these genes are known E2F targets (Dimova et al., 2003). Further, 
computational analysis of regulatory regions from both common and wing disc-specific Gl 
genes revealed significant enrichment for the consensus motifs recognized by E2F (Figure 
3-10). These results suggest that there may be context-dependent transcriptional regulation 
of cell cycle factors targeted by E2F (e.g., DNA replication factors). Whether this context- 
dependent activity is controlled through distinctive E2F binding sites (e.g., Figure 3-10) 
remains unclear.
3.2.4 The plasticity of periodic gene expression: mitosis
The differences between the periodic transcriptomes of wing disc and S2 cells were 
not limited to Gl genes. Many known mitotic genes exhibited elevated G2 expression only 
in S2 cells (Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15). These includepim (encoding Drosophila Se­
curing wee (encoding Drosophila Weel kinase), CycB3, as well as the checkpoint protein 
encoding genes lok (homolog with human CHEK2) and mad2.
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Figure 3-14 Normalized gene expression level of individual genes involved in mitosis.
Values are the mean (±SD) of 3 biological replicates from the microarray. The asterisks 
indicate statistical significance of periodic expression by t-statistics with a Benjamini- 
Hochberg adjusted p value < 0.05. The colors under the gene names at the bottom correlate 
with the colors in Figure 3-15. Note that the Normalized Expression Level scale is not lin­
ear.
In addition, a few genes with known functions in mitosis exhibited higher Gl ex­
pression only in the wing-disc, such as string {Drosophila CDC25), cid and Borr (boreal- 
in-related) (Figure 3-14, Figure 3-15, and Figure 3-7). This suggests that some genes are 
transcribed before their protein function is required, or they may have unexplored func­
tions outside of G2/M in wing disc cells.
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Figure 3-15 Model of the context-specific periodic transcription of genes involved in 
mitosis.
The color of each component correlates with the colors in Figure 3-14.
Taken in sum, my transcriptional profiling experiments revealed an unexpected de­
gree of context-dependence in cell cycle-associated transcription, even for genes encoding 
core components of the DNA replication machinery and the mitotic apparatus. Additional­
ly, these experiments allowed us to define the core periodic transcriptome of proliferating 
epithelial cells in vivo. Many of the periodic genes we identified were uncharacterized or 
not thought to play a role in cell proliferation. I therefore systematically disrupted these 
genes to determine their functions in vivo. Detailed results of the transcriptional profiling 
and phenotypic experiments can be accessed through the searchable online database at 
http://odr.stowers.org/FlvCvcle.
3.3 Functional identification of periodic genes required for wing
3.3.1 Examining the function of periodic genes in wing development through 
tissue-specific RNAi knockdown
To circumvent the limitations of whole-animal mutant analysis, I used tissue- 
specific RNAi to interrogate requirements for genes from the Common, WD-specific, and
development
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Opposite classes during wing development. I obtained transgenic RNAi lines from the Vi­
enna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC) P-Element RNAi Library and screened 461 RNAi 
lines targeting 311 genes (multiple lines from the GD library were tested whenever possi­
ble; Table S3). To identify the subset of periodic genes that functionally contribute to 
growth of the wing, male flies carrying each UAS-RNAi construct were crossed to females 
of the genotype: Bx-GAL4; UAS-dicer2 (Figure 3-16). Bx-GAL4 was selected for the 
RNAi screen because of its wing-specific expression as well as its relative stronger knock­
down effects compared with other wing disc drivers (such as nubbin-GAL4, compared in a 
pilot experiment using selected RNAi lines; data not shown).
3.3.2 Enrichment of developmental function among wing disc periodic genes
For each cross, we scored for adult viability and wing phenotypes using specific 
terms (described in Table S3). When there were multiple RNAi constructs available for a 
single gene, the relevant phenotypes were quantified and averaged (Table S4 and Figure 3- 
17). In sum, almost 80% of all genes tested were required for normal wing development 
(244/311; Figure 3-16 and Table S4), suggesting a significant enrichment of developmental 
function among wing disc periodic genes (compared with 32/66 S2-specific periodic genes, 
Table S5, and 35/67 random genes required for wing development, Table S6; p value < 
0.005 by Fisher's exact test).
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Figure 3-16 Functional interrogation of the periodic transcriptome in the developing 
Drosophila wing.
(A) Bx-GAL4 drives gene knockdown predominantly in the wing pouch area that gives rise 
to the adult Drosophila wing.
(B) Phenotypic distribution of 311 periodic genes identified through transcriptional profil­
ing.
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(C) Summary of adult wing phenotypes for 461 VDRC RNAi lines corresponding to peri­
odically expressed genes.
3.3.3 RNAi screen defined putative loss-of-function phenotypes for 244 periodi­
cally expressed genes, many of which were growth defects
Among these, 107 gene knockdowns led to a small wing phenotype, representing a 
strong growth defect. In addition, 137 produced other morphological defects such as curly, 
canoe-shaped, blistered or notched wings (Table S4 and Figure 3-17).
Control B Small wing
Others-Curly D Others-Canoe-shaped
V;'
Figure 3-17 Representative adult wing phenotypes from the RNAi screen.
(A) A control adult fly with normal wings.
(B) Small wing phenotype represents a strong growth defect. (C-D) Other phenotypes in­
clude curly and canoe-shaped wing, which may reflect imbalanced growth of the dorsal 
and ventral sides of the wing blade.
The curly and canoe-shaped wing phenotypes may reflect imbalanced growth of
dorsal and ventral sides of the wing blade due to the stronger dorsal expression of Bx-
GAL4 (Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18).
BX-GAL4 > mCDQ-GFP
Figure 3-18 RNAi knockdown region in the primary screen.
Bx-GAL4; UAS-dicer2 > mCD8-GFP expression domain (green) in the third instar wing 
disc. Note the elevated dorsal expression in the wing pouch (compared with the uniform 
wing pouch expression of nub-GAL4; Figure 3-28). Scale bar: 50pm.
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This initial screen defined putative loss-of-function phenotypes for 244 periodically 
expressed genes, many of which were growth defects. Hypothetically, these genes could 
directly control cell cycle progression, but might also indirectly affect growth by regulating 
related processes. Thus, I next tested the cellular basis for the observed wing defects using 
both cytometric analysis of DNA content as well as direct confocal imaging.
3.4 Identification of periodic genes required for cell cycle progres­
sion in vivo
3.4.1 Examining the function of periodic genes in cell cycle progression by flow 
cytometry
To determine which periodic genes were required for wing development through 
effects on cell cycle progression, I analyzed the phenotypes of RNAi knockdown cells by 
flow cytometry. For these experiments, I knocked down each gene in GFP-labeled cells of 
the posterior compartment of the wing disc using flies of the genotype: UAS-dicer2; en- 
grailed-GAL4, UAS-EGFP. For each analysis, the corresponding GFP-negative anterior 
compartment cells were used as an internal control (Figure 3-19). Jeff and Ruihong at the 
SIMR cytometry core help me with running the samples. 
engrailed-GAL4, UAS-GFP >  UAS-RNAi
G F P D A P I  I GFP
FACS q. 
 »  $10*1
10H
M m Cell cycle 
analysis
0 10K 20K 30K
Hoechst/DNA content
Figure 3-19 Strategy of the cell cycle analysis in GFP-labeled posterior compartment 
cells by flow cytometry.
Wing disc cells were dissociated and stained by Hoechst and 7AAD. GFP+ and GFP- pop­
ulations were separately analyzed for cell cycle phasing using FlowJo and Modfit soft­
wares.
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In total, 156 RNAi lines were tested, representing 133 genes that produced wing 
defects in the primary RNAi screen (Figure 3-20). Among these, RNAi knockdown for 13 
genes could not be analyzed owing to early lethality or severely reduced wing disc sizes 
(Figure 3-20). Flow cytometry data for the other 120 genes (138 lines) was analyzed for 
defects in cell proliferation and cell cycle phasing (Figure 3-20, Table S7, Table S8, and 
http ://odr. stowers.org/FlvCvcle).
Figure 3-20 Phenotypic distribution following en-GAL4 > UAS-RNAi knockdown of 
133 periodic genes.
We were only able to analyze 120 of these by flow cytometry. Gl genes are in blue text, 
G2 genes are in red.
3.4.2 Identification of periodic genes regulating cell proliferation and cell cycle
Using the quantitative analysis of DNA content and cell numbers in the individual
3-22A). Knockdown of 36 genes produced a highly significant reduction in GFP+ cell 
numbers relative to GFP- controls (Proliferation defects (> 3 SD); Figure 3-21, Figure 3- 
22A, and Table S7).
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dsRNA knockdowns, I next clustered the lines according to phenotypic categories (Figure
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Figure 3-21 Scatter plots of screened RNAi lines for cell proliferation defects as 
measured by cytometry.
Genes with significant defects in cell numbers after RNAi knockdown are listed. Colored 
gene names indicate the expression phase of the targeted genes: blue- Gl, red- G2/M. 
Genes in bold font also produced cell cycle phasing defects after knockdown. The dashed 
grey lines indicate a cutoff of Mean -3 SD calculated from the control.
Compared with cell cycle phasing in the cognate GFP' internal controls, 27 of these
knockdowns also caused highly significant changes in the distribution of cells in Gl, S and
G2/M phases (Increased Gl, Increased S, Increased G2/M (> 3 SD); Figure 3-22 and Table
3-1).
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Figure 3-22 Gene clustering based on proliferation and cell cycle phasing phenotypes.
(A) Only genes with significant cell cycle phasing defects (> 3 SD) in the flow cytometry 
screen are shown. Note that two distinct RNAi lines for a gene were designated by a or b. 
(B-D) Scatter plots of screened RNAi lines for cell cycle phasing defects. Text colors of 
the gene names represent the expression phase of the targeted genes: blue- G l, red- G2/M. 
The dashed grey lines indicate cutoff of Mean +3 SD calculated from controls. Listed 
genes in the plots had significant increases in Gl (B), S (C) or G2/M (D) following RNAi.
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Figure 3-23 Examples of periodic genes required for wing growth were categorized 
according to their cytometry profiles.
(A) Control.
(B) Increased Gl/S.
(C) Increased G2/M.
(D) No phasing effect. Note that knockdown of CG9772 (Skp2) in the wing disc resulted in 
an increased cell population with DNA content at or above 4N. For each gene knockdown, 
representative adult wings and cell cycle phasing phenotypes are shown.
In addition, nine gene knockdowns led to a decrease in cell number and no signifi­
cant effect on cell cycle phasing (Figure 3-22A and Figure 3-23). These genes may there­
fore function in the control of other developmental processes, such as apoptosis (e.g.,
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CG5491; data not shown). Conversely, knockdown of 12 genes did not significantly affect 
cell numbers, but produced defects in cell cycle phasing (Figure 3-22A and Table 3-1).
3.4.3 Majority of the identified cell cycle genes were not found in pervious S2 
RNAi screens
As described above, we identified a total of 39 periodically expressed genes that 
were required for normal cell cycle phasing (Figure 3-22, Figure 3-23, and Table 3-1). 
These included many known genes, including cell cycle regulators (e.g., Cyclin E {CycE)) 
and DNA replication factors (e.g., mus209 (pcna), CDC45L, Sld5, dpa {Mcm4) and lat 
(Orc3)) for Gl/S phase, and the anaphase cysteine protease-encoding gene, Separase (Sse) 
for G2/M (Figure 3-22, Figure 3-23, and Table 3-1). Besides known cell cycle regulators, 
we also identified several periodic genes with unknown cell cycle functions, including 
NTF2-related export protein 1 {Nxtl), trus, Nop60B, ovo, CGI4781, CGI 0200, CG31344 
and CG16734 (Figure 3-22, Figure 3-23, and Table 3-1). Strikingly, of the 39 genes re­
quired for cell cycle phasing in the wing, only four were previously identified in genome- 
wide Drosophila RNAi screens in S2 cells (Table 3-1; Bjorklund et al., 2006). Only two 
of these {CycE and CDC45L) showed similar phenotypes after knockdown in wing discs 
and S2 cells. In contrast, trus knockdown increased the G2/M population in discs but de­
creased the G2/M population in S2 cells (Table 3-1; Bjorklund et al., 2006). Knockdown 
of CG9772 (Skp2; Shibutani et al., 2008) increased the G2/M population in both discs and 
S2 cells, but also caused an accumulation of aneuploid or polyploid cells not reported in 
cell culture (with > 4N DNA content; Figure 3-23). CG9772 is a member of ubiquitin- 
protein ligase SCF. Consistent with our data, a recent study shows that knockdown of 
CG9772 in Drosophila plasmatocytes leads to accumulation of dup {double parked, Dro­
sophila Cdtl) in the nucleus and a consequence of DNA re-replication (Kroeger et al., 
2013). In general, the divergence in genes identified by the two screens may reflect tech­
nical differences, but may also suggest a critical difference in cell cycle regulation and pe-
riodic gene activity between different cell types or between the in vivo and in vitro con­
texts.
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Table 3-1 Periodic genes required for normal cell cycle phasing.
Indentified in previ­
Cell cycle 
phenotype
Cyclic Expres­
sion Class Gene
RNAi Wing 
phenotype
ous S2 RNAi screen 
for cell cycle pheno­
types*
CycE Small wing Increased Gl
Gl-Com Others-
Increased G l CG16838 disrupted vein 
pattern
-
G2-WD br Small wing -
CDC45L Small wing Increased Gl
Gl-Com
Rbf, Mem 6, 
mus209 (pcna), 
Pole2, Ts, B jl, 
CG31344
Small wing -
G2-Com
APC4 Small wing -
CG16734 Others-curly NA
Orel, Mcm5,
Increased S
Gl-W D
dpa, DNApol-d, 
DNApol-e, Cafl- 
180, Cafl-105, 
mxc, Nop60B
Small wing -
lat Others-curly and blistered -
Sld5 Small wing NA
G2-WD
yin, CG I0200 Small wing -
ovo Lethal -
Gl-Com
Fenl, Nxtl Small wing -
CG9772 Small wing Increased G2/M
Sse Small wing -
G2-Com CG31133 Others-curly -
Increased trus Small wing Increased Gl
G2/M Others- canoe
CG8080 shaped and -
Gl-W D blistered
scrib, CG14781 Small wing -
SoxlOOB Small wing NA
G2-WD yellow-d,CG3168 Small wing -
* Four genes {CycE, CDC45L, CG9772 and trus) were previously identified in a genome- 
wide S2 RNAi screen using flow cytometry analysis (Bjorklund et a l, 2006). The Ge- 
nomeRNAi database (Gilsdorf et al, 2010) was also used for checking previous cell- based 
RNAi phenotypes, and no additional genes were identified in previous cell cycle screens 
using S2 cells. The cell cycle phenotypes listed here are the primary defects (refer Figure 
3-22A for the phenotype overview). Notably, knockdown of CG9772 (Skp2) in wing disc 
results in not only an increased G2/M population as in S2 cells (Bjorklund et a l, 2006), but 
also an accumulation of cells with an over 4N DNA content (Figure 3-23).
Finally, for all the transcriptional and functional analysis of the periodic genes, we 
have summed up the relevant data in a single master table (Table S8). In addition, to make 
the data easier to navigate and access, we have constructed a searchable website which in­
cludes: 1) Genome-wide periodic gene expression data from wing discs and S2 cells; 2)
The phenotypic results of RNAi screening for hundreds of cyclic genes represented by
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1,435 adult fly images that were taken during the original screening process; 3) Flow cy­
tometry data for cell proliferation and cell cycle phasing defects for over a hundred candi­
date genes studied by RNAi in vivo; and 4) Homology information for each gene we 
identified. As mentioned above, the website is at: http://odr.stowers.org/FlvCvcle.
3.4.4 Protein-protein interaction map between periodic genes required for nor­
mal cell cycle phasing
To assess potential functional relationships between periodic genes required for 
normal cell cycle phasing, we next constructed a protein-protein interaction (PPI) map us­
ing known physical interactions in Drosophila and predicted interactions based on ortholo- 
gy (Warde-Farley et al., 2010). The resulting network (Figure 3-24) exhibited tight 
interactions between genes whose RNAi led to an increase in the Gl/S population, but no 
direct interactions between genes whose RNAi increased the G2/M population. This indi­
cates that G2/M accumulation may be triggered by the disruption of diverse and unrelated 
pathways, while Gl/S accumulation may be primarily attributable to defects in DNA repli­
cation.
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Figure 3-24 A protein interaction network of identified cell cycle genes.
Genes whose knockdown produced increased Gl or S phases exhibited a larger number of 
interactions than genes with increased G2/M after RNAi. Proteins are shown as nodes, and 
physical and predicted interactions are shown as edges. The colors of the edges represent 
types of interaction: brown- physical interaction in Drosophila, blue- predicted interaction 
based on orthology. Text colors of the protein names represent expression phases of target­
ed genes: blue- Gl, red- G2/M. Periodic expression phases are indicated in the circles 
around the nodes. For CG31344, two different RNAi lines showed cell cycle phase accu­
mulations in S and G2, respectively. We inferred the primary defect during S phase, sup­
ported by a predicted interaction with Pena.
Among the genes with Gl/S defects, 21/27 were expressed at elevated levels in Gl 
(Figure 3-24 and Figure 3-25), and 19 of these formed a tight PPI network (Figure 3-24 
and Figure 3-25). Within the network, protein complexes involved in DNA replication 
emerged, including ORC, MCM, GINS and DNA polymerases (Figure 3-25). Additionally, 
a few novel genes were connected to the DNA replication protein network, including 
Nop60B (encoding a pseudouridine synthase) and CG31344 (a putative target of E2f2 in 
Drosophila (Roy et al., 2010); Figure 3-25). Their periodic expression, requirements for 
cell cycle progression, and interactions with known DNA replication factors indicate a 
likely function in DNA replication-related processes. There were also six genes highly ex­
pressed in G2 whose RNAi led to Gl/S accumulation (Figure 3-25). Interestingly, none of 
these were connected to the DNA replication PPI network (Figure 3-25), suggesting that 
they may control cell cycle phasing through other processes.
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Figure 3-25 The PPI network for factors whose knockdown produced increased Gl or 
S phases.
Proteins are shown as nodes, and physical and predicted interactions are shown as edges. 
The colors of the edges represent types of interaction: brown- physical interaction in Dro­
sophila, blue- predicted interaction based on orthology. Text colors of the protein names 
represent expression phases of targeted genes: blue- Gl, red- G2/M.
3.5 Periodic genes required for cell division in the developing eye
To test whether these wing periodic genes have a more general function in cell pro­
liferation in other epithelial tissues, we next examined their function in the developing eye 
(Figure 3-26A). We accomplished this by region-specific knockdowns. RNAi strains were 
crossed to flies carrying either GMR-GAL4, which is expressed in cells behind the MF 
(Freeman, 1996) or ey-GAL4, which is expressed in both dividing and differentiated cells 
(Lyko et al., 1999). Using this approach, we identified 18 genes that were required for pro­
liferation of the eye primordium (with ey-GAL4) but not differentiation (with GMR- 
GAL4) (Figure 3-26 and Figure 3-27, except ovo). Knockdown of ovo in the differentiation 
domain of the eye disc leaded to extensive generation of bristle cells (Figure 3-27). Ovo is
CycE
Rbf
Orelaf1-10
Mcm6y^aMcm5
Lat ) O P  
Dpa )Pena
Fo!e2 Sld5
G313.
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a transcription factor required for both germline (Garfinkel et al., 1992; Mevel-Ninio et al., 
1991; Oliver et al., 1990; Oliver et al., 1987) and somatic cells (Delon et al., 2003). Our 
data suggest ovo may play a role in eye cell differentiation, which is along the same line 
with its somatic role of regulating denticle formation during epidermal differentiation 
(Delon et al., 2003).
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Figure 3-26 Identified common periodic genes functioning in cell proliferation in the 
developing eye.
(A) Scheme of developing eye imaginal disc with active-proliferation region (ey-GAL4, 
blue) before the morphogenetic furrow (MF) and limited cell division in the differentiation 
region (GMR-GAL4, red) after the MF.
(B) SEM images of control adult fly eyes.
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(C-D) Examples of common periodic genes controlling cell proliferation in both wing and 
eye systems. Note that the effects of adult-eye-size reduction by ey-GAL4 driven gene 
knockdown varied between individual flies and different RNAi lines. At least 5 male and 5 
female flies were observed and imaged by SEM and the representative images are present­
ed here. Scale bar: 100|Jm.
Under the same assay conditions, there are more common periodic genes required 
for cell division in both wing and eye (75.0%; N=16; Figure 3-25), compared with wing 
disc specific genes (43.7%; N=16; Figure 3-26). As a result, we showed that some periodic 
genes in the wing disc are also involved in the cell cycle control of the developing eye 
(Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26).
My results highlight the importance for further studies in context specific cell cycle 
regulation. The common and wing disc specific periodic genes potentially provide an ini­
tial collection of gene sets for that purpose.
A  ey-GAL4>UAS-RNAi GMR-GAL4>UAS-RNAi ey-GAL4>UAS-RNAi GMR-GAL4>UAS-RNAi
DNApol-deltaMcm5
Figure 3-27 Identified wing disc-specific periodic genes functioning in cell prolifera­
tion in the developing eye.
(A-B) Examples of wing disc-specific periodic genes controlling cell proliferation in both 
wing and eye systems.
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3.6 Periodic genes required for mitotic chromosome segregation
3.6.1 Examining the mitotic function of periodic genes by confocal and live im­
aging analysis
The cytometry screen described above provided us with a rough profile of cell pro­
liferation and cell cycle phasing defects for a large number of periodic gene knockdowns. 
To better understand the wing growth defects and identify periodic genes directly involved 
in mitosis or other cellular processes, I also analyzed a subset of phenotypes at the cellular 
level. To achieve a relatively late wing pouch-specific knockdown, 71 RNAi lines that 
produced strong growth defects in the primary screen were crossed with nubbin-GAL4 
(Figure 3-28).
m;b-GAL4>UAS-mCD8::GFP
Figure 3-28 RNAi knockdown region in the confocal analysis.
UAS-dicer2; nub-GAL4 > mCD8-GFP expression domain {green) in the pouch region of 
the third instar wing disc. Scale bar: 50pm.
63/71 of these RNAi lines caused a similar wing growth reduction compared with 
results from the primary screen. For imaging analysis, we dissected wing discs from 3rd 
instar larvae and labeled microtubules, F-Actin and DNA. Of the 63 genes examined, we 
identified a number of mitotic abnormalities, including defective metaphase chromosome 
alignment (Figure 3-29), multipolar spindles (Figure 3-30J), and lagging or bridging chro­
mosomes in anaphase (Figure 3-30B-J). Furthermore, for a few selected candidates, we 
also dissected the dynamics of mitotic defects in ex vivo cultured wing discs (Figure 3-32, 
Figure 3-33, and Movies S1-S5).
3.6.2 Six periodic genes involving in DNA replication resulted in chromosome 
alignment and segregation defects after knockdown
The knockdown of eight genes resulted in significant chromosome alignment and 
segregation defects during mitosis (Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30).
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Figure 3-29 Metaphase chromosome alignment defects after CDC45L knockdown.
A metaphase figure from a control (A) wing disc and a misaligned chromosome (<arrow­
head) in a metaphase cell after CDC45L knockdown (B). Cells were stained for a-tubulin 
(MT, green), DNA (blue), and F-Actin (red). Scale bar: 5|Jm.
Among these, only cid (Figure 3-30G) is known to directly function in kinetochore 
assembly and chromosome segregation (Blower and Karpen, 2001). Six other genes had 
direct or indirect functions in the process of DNA replication, including dpa (Mcm4; Fig­
ure 3-30B), CDC45L (Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30C),pcna (Figure 3-30D), RPA2 (Figure 
3-30E), RnrS (Figure 3-30F) and DNA-ligI (Figure 3-301).
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Figure 3-30 Mitotic abnormalities associated with periodic gene knockdown, in vivo. 
(A) Normal anaphase chromosome segregation in a control wing disc. Cells are labeled for 
a-tubulin (MT, green), DNA (blue), and F-Actin (red). Scale bar: 5pm. (B-E) Abnormal 
anaphase segregation with lagging chromosomes after dpa, CDC45L, pcna  and RPA2 
knockdown. (F-I) Abnormal anaphase segregation with chromosome bridges observed af­
ter RnrS, cid, HipHop and DNA-ligI knockdown. (J) Abnormal multipolar spindles ob­
served after Deterin knockdown.
Control
F RnrS G cid
Insufficient levels of DNA replication factors and incomplete DNA replication 
could lead to a cell cycle accumulation in late S phase. Under these conditions, abnormal 
cells that are able to pass through the DNA replication checkpoint may have incompletely 
replicated DNA and broken chromosomes, resulting in mitotic arrest or chromosome seg­
regation defects (Balasov et al., 2009; Loupart et al., 2000; Pflumm and Botchan, 2001). 
Indeed, after DNA replication factor knockdown we frequently observed apoptotic cells, 
perhaps triggered by an active DNA damage checkpoint (data not shown).
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3.6.3 HipHop, a telomere protein, also associated with defects in chromosome 
segregation
One final gene associated with defects in chromosome segregation was HipHop, 
which encodes a protein localized to telomeric regions (Gao et al., 2010). Following 
knockdown, we observed tightly bound anaphase chromosomes in HipHop RNAi wing 
discs (97.6%, n=41 anaphase figures; Figure 3-30H and Figure 3-31). This could reflect 
telomere fusion, which has been reported in HipHop RNAi S2 cells (Gao et al., 2010). In 
HipHop RNAi wing discs, aberrant chromosome bridges were largely resolved by telo­
phase, although a thread of DNA often persisted between daughter nuclei. In these cases, 
we observed high levels of phosphorylated histone H3 in the bridging chromosomes (Fig­
ure 3-31). We suspect that the bridging chromosomes might be the telomeric regions, 
which will be interesting to test by telomeric FISH or a double-staining with another telo­
mere marker, such as HOAP (Shareef et al., 2001) in the future study.
A B C
Figure 3-31 Cells with mitotic chromosome segregation defects in HipHop RNAi wing 
disc.
Aberrant chromosome bridges were largely resolved by telophase, however, a thread of 
DNA persisted between the daughter nuclei with high levels of phosphorylated histone H3 
in the bridging chromosomes (arrowheads). Scale bar: 5pm.
By live imaging of cultured wing discs, we confirmed a metaphase delay associated
with lagging and bridging chromosomes in HipHop RNAi wings discs which was similar
to that observed for knockdown of the DNA replication factor DNA-ligI (Figure 3-32,
Movie SI-S3).
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Figure 3-32 Live imaging of a representative mitotic division in an ex vivo cultured 
control wing disc, as well as bridging chromosomes, lagging chromosomes, and mitot­
ic delays following HipHop and DNA-ligl knockdown.
Number in each panel shows the elapsed time (minutes). Bridging or lagging chromosomes 
are indicated by arrowheads. Scale bar: 3pm.
3.6.4 Deterin RNAi wing disc cells exhibited multipolar spindles without mitotic 
delay
Defects in chromosome segregation were occasionally associated with additional 
cellular phenotypes. In addition to lagging chromosomes, Deterin RNAi wing disc cells 
exhibited a high frequency of multipolar spindles (31/49 mitotic figures; Figure 3-30J). 
Mitotic figures with multipolar spindles typically either segregated the chromosomes into 
two units (Figure 3-33A and Movie S4) or failed at segregation entirely (Figure 3-33B and 
Movie S5). It is possible that multipolar spindles in Deterin RNAi wing cells formed as a 
consequence of a previous incomplete cytokinesis. In the future, it will be interesting to 
test if the ploidy of the cell matches with the centrosome number in Deterin RNAi. In addi­
tion, some MTOCs may consist of multiple centrosomes that were separated during telo­
phase (Figure 3-33B) in the live imaging. However, I didn’t see centrosome clustering 
(multipolar spindles become bipolar) in Deterin RNAi cells, an event that was observed in 
the reported Drosophila lines with extra centrosomes. In these reported mutants with extra
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centrosomes, the process of centrosome clustering requires a mitotic delay, which is medi­
ated by the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) (Basto et al., 2008). With Deterin RNAi, 
we did not observe an obvious delay or arrest in mitotic progression (Figure 3-32, Figure 
3-33 and Movie S4-S5), which may explain the failure of centrosome clustering. Interest­
ingly, mitotic delay and multipolar spindle are both observed in the mutant of Borealin, a 
Deterin interacting partner (Gassmann et al., 2004). If Deterin involves in the regulation of 
SAC in vivo remains to be explored, though a very recent study in S2 cells suggests a 
knockdown of Deterin might lead to a compromised SAC function or additional aspects of 
spindle assembly (Moutinho-Pereira et al., 2013).
A 
B
Figure 3-33 Live imaging of the multipolar spindles following Deterin knockdown in 
ex vivo cultured wing discs.
(A) Chromosomes finally clustered and segregated into two units in a representative cell 
with four mitotic spindle poles following Deterin knockdown.
(B) A representative cell with 8 spindle poles that failed to divide following Deterin 
knockdown. Number in each panel shows the elapsed time (minutes). Bridging or lagging 
chromosomes are indicated by arrowheads. Scale bar: 3pm.
Deterin’s human homolog has been shown to function in the chromosomal passen­
ger complex and is required for normal mitotic division (Lens et al., 2006; Li et al., 1999; 
Szafer-Glusman et al., 2011). Here, my microarray expression data (Figure 3-14 and Fig­
ure 3-15) are consistent with the known cell-cycle-dependent expression of Deterin during 
G2/M phase in human cells (Li et al., 1998). Further, my results indicate a function for
■
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Deterin in chromosome segregation and perhaps mitotic checkpoint activation in Dro­
sophila wing disc epithelium.
3.7 Periodic genes required for mitotic cell size and spindle size 
control additional to the function in mitosis
3.7.1 Mitotic cell size and spindle size increase in scale after RnrS and RPA2 
knockdown
In the proliferating tissue, mitotic division is directly linked with cell size and mi­
totic apparatus size. From my imaging screen, I identified several genes required for chro­
mosome segregation that also disrupted mitotic cell size (Figure 3-34K-P). Cell size 
increased significantly in RnrS, RPA2, DNA-ligl and HipHop RNAi. Based on the live im­
aging analysis of mitotic division, the cell size increases observed in DNA-ligl and HipHop 
(possibly also RnrS and RPA2) RNAi may due to a significant cell cycle delay (Figure 3- 
32), since a similar cell size change was not observed for genes without a mitotic delay 
(e.g., Deterin). Metaphase spindle length increased proportionally with the cell diameter 
for RnrS and RPA2 RNAi (Figure 3-34L-M and Figure 3-34P), which is consistent with the 
scaling of spindle length with cell size (Brown et al., 2007; Goshima and Scholey, 2010; 
Hara and Kimura, 2009; Wuhr et al., 2008).
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Figure 3-34 Cell size increased significantly after RnrS, RPA2, DNA-ligl and HipHop 
knockdown.
(A) A normal metaphase cell in a control wing disc. Cells are labeled for a-tubulin (MT, 
green), DNA (blue), and F-Actin (red). Scale bar: 5pm.
(B-C) Abnormally enlarged metaphase cells with increased spindle size after RnrS and 
RPA2 knockdown.
(D-E) Abnormally enlarged metaphase cells without increased spindle size after HipHop 
and DNA-ligl knockdown.
(F) Bar plot showing quantification of metaphase cell size and spindle size in RnrS, RPA2, 
HipHop, and DNA-ligl knockdowns. Values are mean (±SD). The asterisks indicate statis­
tical significance compared to controls by t-test with a p value < 0.005.
3.7.2 DNA-ligl and HipHop regulate mitotic cell size but not spindle size
In contrast, the spindle did not scale to the increased cell size after HipHop knock­
down, and was actually slightly smaller than controls in enlarged DNA-ligl RNAi cells 
(Figure 3-34N-P). Both HipHop and DNA-ligl are involved in the regulation of chromo­
some integrity and structure. My data are consistent with the conjecture that spindle size 
scales with cell size and that abnormalities in chromosome structure may disrupt the scal­
ing mechanism.
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3.7.3 Apical extrusion of enlarged mitotic cells after RnrS and RPA2 knock­
down
Interestingly, the enlarged mitotic cells after RnrS and RPA2 knockdown (Figure 3- 
35) could get extruded from the epithelium. In some rare cases, individual floating cells 
were observed in the wing disc lumen (Figure 3-35).
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Figure 3-35 Abnormally enlarged mitotic cells in wing discs after RnrS and RPA2 
knockdown.
(A) Abnormally enlarged metaphase cells (arrowheads) after RnrS knockdown (RNAi 
knockdown region is indicated), compared with normal mitotic cell (arrow) in the control 
region. Scale bar: 5 pm.
(B) Abnormally enlarged cells (arrowheads) after RPA2 knockdown (RNAi knockdown 
region is indicated) extruded from the wing disc epithelium into the lumen. Note that there 
were dying cells with fragmented DNA (asterisk) extruded from the basal side of the disc. 
PE: peripodial epithelium; CE: columnar epithelium. Scale bar: 5pm.
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Furthermore, with the enlarged mitotic cells extruding from the apical side and dy­
ing cells extruding from the basal side (Figure 3-35), the apical epithelium organized into a 
rosette geometric shape (Figure 3-36B), instead of the polygon topology in the control 
wing disc (Figure 3-36A). These results suggest that normal mitotic cell size is critical in 
maintaining an organized epithelial structure. A disruption of mitotic process in vivo may 
not only lead to individual cell catastrophe, but also dramatic changes in epithelial organi­
zation.
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Figure 3-36 Disrupted epithelial organization after RPA2 knockdown.
Apical views of the wing disc show that the epithelial cells organized into a rosette geo­
metric shape after RPA2 knockdown (B), instead of the polygon topology in the control 
wing disc (A). Scale bar: 10pm.
Neither RnrS nor RPA2 have been previously identified in RNAi screens of S2 cells 
for cell cycle or cell size defects. However, they both were shown to affect neuroblast cell 
size in an in vivo RNAi screen of the nervous system (Neumuller et al., 2011), indicating 
RnrS and RPA2 could play a similar role in mitotic cell size control in both epithelial and 
nervous systems.
3 .8  P er io d ic  gen es req u ired  fo r  cell s ize  b u t n ot ce ll cy cle  p h a sin g
3.8.1 Cell size increases after tumor suppressor gene dlgl knockdown
Despite cyclic genes involved in cell cycle progression, my flow cytometry screen 
also identified a number of periodic genes that function in wing growth without affecting 
cell cycle phasing, such as CG8569, CG I218, dlgl and sll (Figure 3-23). Among them,
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CG8569, CGI218 and d/gi knockdown caused significant increases in Gl and G2 cell siz­
es. None of the genes have been suggested to have a function in cell size control.
Interestingly, as tumor suppressor genes functioning in the DLG1/SCRIB polarity 
complex, both dlgl and scrib have cell cycle-associated expression patterns in the wing 
disc with higher mRNA levels in Gl (also true in S2 cells for dlgl, Table SI), and knock­
down of either gene produced an increased cell size. The dlgl knockdown didn’t affect cell 
cycle phasing, whereas the knockdown of scrib resulted in a striking increase in the num­
ber of G2/M cells (Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23), both of which were validated using inde­
pendent RNAi lines. In the previous mosaic analysis of dlgl, mutant clones failed to 
outcompete with wild-type cells (Woods and Bryant, 1991). Combined with my flow cy­
tometry result, dlgl knockdown may lead to a slowdown of the cell cycle without affecting 
the Gl, G2 distribution or the cell growth rate. It will be interesting to link their cell cy­
cle/growth function with epithelial polarity.
3.8.2 Cell size increases after CG8569 and CGI218 knockdown
Unlike dlgl, which is the well-known tumor suppressor gene, CG8569 and 
CGI218 genes have not been previously characterized. CG8569 encodes a protein contain­
ing a Zinc finger and Bromodomain, suggesting its potential function in transcriptional 
regulation. CG1218 is a highly conserved (putative homolog in H. sapiens: C4orf27) un­
known protein containing an uncharacterized DUF2228 domain. Although there are no ob­
vious similarities between their protein function, RNAi knockdown of either of these genes 
produced proliferation defects with normal cell cycle phasing (Figure 3-12 and Figure 3- 
23). This result indicates these genes could specifically affect the cell cycle length or cell 
growth rate but not cell cycle phasing. Further clonal analysis can eliminate the compart­
ment compensation effect and help understand the function of these genes in cell size con­
trol.
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3 .9  T w o w in g  d isc -sp ec ific  p er iod ic  gen es im p lica ted  in IK N M
3.9.1 Identification of two novel periodic genes involving in IKNM
Interkinetic nuclear migration is a fundamental cellular process by which mitotic 
nuclei translocate to the apical epithelial surface during prophase (Baye and Link, 2008; 
Del Bene et al., 2008; Meyer et al., 2011, b; Norden et al., 2009). These events permit the 
subsequent alignment of the mitotic spindle to the plane of the epithelium as defined by 
apically polarized cell junctions (Nakajima et al., 2013). Despite its likely conservation in 
pseudostratified epithelia throughout animals, the molecular mechanisms which link api­
cally directed nuclear movements with cell cycle progression remain poorly understood.
My imaging analysis revealed genes whose knockdown led to significant mitotic defects 
(Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30), some of which were also coupled with significant increases 
in mitotic cell size (Figure 3-34) or dramatic increase of mitotic figures (e.g., APC4; Figure 
3-37). Nevertheless, even in the most severe cases, mitotic nuclei remained restricted to the 
apical epithelial surface.
Control
Figure 3-37 Apical mitosis in control and APC4 RNAi wing discs.
(A) An apical view of a representative control wing disc, showing the mitotic nuclei (anti- 
PH3+, purple). Samples were also stained for F-Actin (red), MT (green) and DNA (blue).
(B) Mitotic figures are largely increased but still retained at the apical surface in a repre­
sentative wing disc following APC4 (driven by UAS-dicer2, w 111 ; nubbin-GAL4). Scale 
bar: 25/mi.
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To search for genes specifically involved in IKNM, I analyzed mitotic nuclear posi­
tion following knockdown of the 71 periodic genes strongly required for wing develop­
ment. Among these, IKNM was specifically disrupted by RNAi lines targeting CR32027 
(predicted to be a long non-coding RNA) and CGI0479 (predicted to encode a novel SH2- 
domain containing protein). In both cases, the total number of mitotic nuclei localized be­
low the septate junction-delimited mitotic zone (MZ) was significantly increased (the out- 
of-MZ nuclei were referred to as basal or basally mislocalized nuclei in the following sec­
tions; Figure 3-38). Also in both cases, the normal polarized architecture of the epithelium 
was largely intact, confirmed by localization of the septate junction-associated protein Dig 
(Figure 3-38A).
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Figure 3-38 Identification of CR32027 andCGI0479 as novel periodic genes function­
ing in IKNM.
(A) Basally mislocalized mitotic nuclei (anti-PH3+, blue; white arrowheads) in CR32027 
and CGI0479 RNAi wing discs (driven by UAS-dicer2, w1118; nubbin-GAL4). Samples 
were also stained for F-Actin (red) and septate junctions, labeled by Discs large (DLG, 
green). Scale bar: 5jum.
(B) Scatter plot shows the distance of 400 anti-PH3+ nuclei from the apical surface of 
wing discs in control and following CR32027 and CGI0479 RNAi. Error bars show mean 
±SD. The asterisks indicate statistical significance compared to control by Mann-Whitney 
U test with a p value < 0.0001.
It is proposed that Rho-kinase controls IKNM, at least in part, through phospho- 
regulation of Myosin activity (Meyer et al., 2011). The myosin II activity was then meas­
ured using a rabbit polyclonal phosphor-myosin regulatory light chain II antibody (anti-p- 
MRLC). In control discs, we observed strong cortical anti-p-MRLC staining in mitotic 
cells (Figure 3-39). Following CGI0479 RNAi, however, anti-p-MRLC staining was se­
verely reduced in basally mislocalized mitotic cells (Figure 3-39). This indicates that
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CGI0479 is not only periodically expressed, but may also function in the regulation of 
IKNM at or above the level of Rho kinase activity. In contrast with this result, normal anti- 
p-MRLC signal levels were observed following disruption of CR32027, even in basally 
mislocalized mitotic cells (Figure 3-39). Consistently, these mitotic cells exhibited mislo- 
calized anti-PH3+ nuclei, but had normal cortical F-Actin accumulation and underwent 
normal mitotic rounding (Figure 3-38 and Figure 3-39). These experiments indicate that 
CR32027 likely functions in the regulation of IKNM independently from both Rho-kinase 
activity and actomyosin contractility.
CG10479-IRControl
Control CR32027 CG10479
B asal
Figure 3-39 CR32027 and CGI0479 function in IKNM though actomyosin independ­
ent and dependent mechanisms.
(A) Anti-p-MRLC {green) accumulates at the cortex of rounded mitotic cells (arrowheads; 
nuclei are anti-PH3+, blue; F-actin, red) in controls and following CR32027 RNAi, but not 
in mitotic cells following CG10479 RNAi (driven by UAS-dicer2, w1118; nubbin-GAL4). 
Scale bar: 5pm.
(B) Schematic summary of phenotypes for CR32027 and CGI0479 RNAi. Knockdown of 
either gene produced basally mislocalized mitotic nuclei {blue) without disrupting the sep­
tate junctions (yellow). Notably, in CR32027 RNAi, mitotic rounding appears to be normal 
and anti-p-MRLC (green) accumulates at the cortex.
Indeed, we observed a strong additive effect on nuclear position when we inhibited 
Actin dynamics with Cytochalasin D in CR32027 RNAi wing discs (Figure 3-40). Under 
these conditions, anti-PH3+ mitotic nuclei showed a roughly uniform distribution through­
out the epithelium (Figure 3-40C), consistent with a maximal defect in IKNM.
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Figure 3-40 CR32027 functions in IKNM though actomyosin independent mechanism.
(A) Increased numbers of basally mislocalized mitotic nuclei (anti-PH3+, green; white ar­
rowheads) were observed in A9-Gal4 > UAS-CR32027 RNAi wing discs treated with 
lOOpM Cytochalasin D (CytoD) for 30 minutes. Samples were also stained for F-Actin 
(red) and DNA (blue). Scale bar: 5pm.
(B) Bar plot showing the percentage of basal anti-PH3+ nuclei in controls and in CR32027 
RNAi wing discs with and without cytoskeletal inhibitor treatments. Values are mean 
(±SD). The asterisks indicate statistical significance compared to control by t-test with a p 
value < 0.005.
(C) Histogram showing the distribution of anti-PH3+ nuclei relative to the apical epithelial 
surface in controls and CR32027 RNAi wing discs, with and without cytoskeletal inhibitor 
treatments. The density plot is generated using kernel density estimation with a bandwidth 
equal to 0.6. Mann-Whitney U test between all 4 groups is significant (p value < 0.005).
3.9.2 CR32027 controls IKNM potentially through regulating centrosome func­
tion
To extend these results, we validated the function of CR32027 using a second 
RNAi construct (CR32027-IR2; Figure 3-42A-B) and also confirmed the reduction of 
CR32027 transcript levels in the experimental wing discs (Figure 3-41).
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Figure 3-41 Reduced CR32027 transcript level following RNAi knockdown.
qRT-PCR analysis of CR32027 transcript levels in wing discs with CR32027 knockdown 
(with w llls, Bx-GAL4; UAS-dicer2), relative to control.
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Figure 3-42 Basally-mislocalized mitotic nuclei and MTOCs in two independent RNAi 
lines of CR32027.
(A) Basally-mislocalized mitotic nuclei (anti-PH3+, red; DNA, blue; arrowheads) and 
MTOCs (GFP-Cnn, green) in both CR32027-IR1 and CR32027-IR2 wing discs (driven by 
A9-GAL4). Scale bar: 5 pm.
(B) Bar plot showing the percentage of anti-PH3+ nuclei outside the MZ in control, 
CR32027-IR1 and CR32027-IR2 wing discs. Values are mean (±SD). The asterisks indi­
cate statistical significance compared to control by t-test with a p value < 0.005.
(C) Bar plot showing the percentage of basal anti-PH3+ nuclei associated with basal 
MTOCs in control, CR32027-IR1 and CR32027-IR2 wing discs. Values are mean (±SD). 
The asterisks indicate statistical significance compared to control by t-test with a p value < 
0.005.
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Phenotypically, in addition to mislocalized mitotic nuclei, expression of both 
CR32027-IR1 and CR32027-IR2 resulted in a significant increase in basally localized mi­
crotubule-organizing centers (MTOCs, marked by the pericentriolar matrix marker Centro- 
somin; Figure 3-42C).
In CR32027-IR1, we observed basal cells in every mitotic phase, including telo­
phase (7.7±2.3%, 77=128; Figure 3-43), indicating that the abnormal cells can still complete 
mitotic division.
PH3 F-Actin
Figure 3-43 A basally-mislocalized telophase cell in CR32027-IR1 wing disc.
Basal dividing cells have never been observed in control wing discs. Here, wing disc was 
stained for anti-PH3 (green) and F-Actin (red).
Furthermore, using live Single Plane Illumination Microscopy (SPIM), we ob­
served aberrant basal mitoses in cultured wing discs (Figure 3-44). In some cases, aberrant 
mitotic figures first appeared basally and then moved apically to complete mitosis (Figure 
3-44C and Movie S8). This may explain how a small but relatively normal adult wing 
phenotype was observed in these lines (Figure 3-23D). Importantly, mitotic timing in 
CR32027 RNAi cells was normal compared with controls (Figure 3-44 and Movie S6-8). 
Since CR32027 RNAi did not disrupt cell cycle timing or phasing (Figure 3-23D), my re­
sults suggest that IKNM is not required for mitosis, and that CR32027 may link mitotic 
division with nuclear migration without affecting other mitotic processes (i.e., cell round­
ing, cell cycle phasing, and mitotic progression).
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Figure 3-44 CR32027 specifically regulates IKNM without affecting normal mitotic 
progression.
SPIM live XZ imaging of mitosis in ex vivo cultured control and CR32027 RNAi wing 
discs (driven by A9-GAL4).
(A) In controls, nuclei (His2Av-mRFP, red; arrowheads) rise to the apical surface to di­
vide and move basally after division. During division, MTOCs (GFP-Cnn, green , aster­
isks) generally remain apical.
(B) In CR32027-IR1 wing discs, we observed basally mislocalized mitotic cells associated 
with abnormally basal MTOCs. Note that mitotic timing in the CR32027 RNAi cell was 
similar to controls.
(C) Following CR32027 RNAi in a representative CR32027-IR2 wing disc, the nucleus 
(His2Av-mRFP, red; arrowheads) entered mitosis basally with mislocalized MTOCs 
(GFP-Cnn, green; asterisks), and then translocated to the apical surface to complete mito­
sis. Note that mitotic timing in the CR32027 RNAi cell was similar to controls. Scale bar: 
5 pm.
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Figure 3-45 CR32027 is required for IKNM, potentially through modulation of cen- 
trosome function.
(A) Mitotic centrosomes containing two centrioles (<arrowheads) were associated with ra­
dial arrays of MTs in a control wing disc cell.
(B) Putatively non-functional centrioles (<arrowheads) were not associated with MTs at the 
MTOC (<asterisks) in a basally-mislocalized mitotic cell from an A9-Gal4 > UAS-CR32027 
RNAi wing disc. Left two panels: detailed cellular structure at the spindle pole. Right: basal 
localization of the representative mitotic cell (highlighted in pink; colors in the image were 
adjusted for better viewing) after CR32027 knockdown.
One possible interpretation is that CR32027 directly or indirectly regulates centro-
some positioning and function, and misregulation of this process may allow aberrant cell
division to happen at basal positions in the epithelium. Consistent with this, centrioles in
mitotic CR32027 RNAi wing disc cells were not consistently associated with the spindle
poles or MTs (Figure 3-45). Further suggesting a link between CR32027 expression and
centrosome function, CR32027 transcript abundance was recently reported to be sensitive 
to centrosomal manipulations in Drosophila (Baumbach et al., 2012).
Interestingly, I sometime observed centrosome hopping events in the fly wing disc 
(Figure S6D; also in control for rare cases) as recently reported in the chicken neural tube, 
mouse cortical slices, and rat brain (Hu et al., 2013; Spear and Erickson, 2012), in which 
when mitotic nuclei fail to reach apical epithelium before mitosis, MTOCs go basally right 
before mitotic entry, approach closely with the mitotic nuclei and then move apically to­
gether. This suggests the cell-cycle phase specific regulation of MT motor protein and cen­
trosome function could be a conserved feature in maintaining normal IKNM process.
3.9.3 CR32027 control IKNM potentially through Klp54D
While it remains unclear how a putative non-coding RNA might directly regulate 
centrosome localization, a number of long non-coding RNAs have been proposed to func­
tion by directly controlling transcription of specific targets or by regulating the basal tran­
scriptional machinery (Rinn and Chang, 2012). We therefore used transcriptional profiling 
to identify gene expression changes in the wing pouch following CR32027 RNAi. For 
both CR32027-IR1 and CR32027-IR2 knockdown, the putative target genes Cyp6A17 and 
the kinesin-like protein Klp54D were highly downregulated (> 500 fold). We used RNAi 
to test the function of both genes in IKNM, and observed a high frequency of basally mis­
localized mitotic nuclei in Klp54D RNAi wing discs. Similar results were obtained with 
two independent lines targeting Klp54D, whereas no defects were observed after Cyp6A17 
knockdown (Figure 3-46). Notably, Klp54D knockdown did not produce a small wing 
phenotype, presumably because aberrant basal mitotic figures ultimately moved apically to 
complete mitosis (data not shown).
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Figure 3-46 CR32027 controls IKNM, potentially through the transcriptional regula­
tion of Klp54D.
(A-D) Basally-mislocalized mitotic nuclei (anti-PH3+, green; white arrowheads) were ob­
served in wing discs of Klp54D-IRl and Klp54D-IR2, but not Cyp6al7-IR (driven by A9- 
GAL4, at 29 °C). Samples were also stained for F-Actin (red) and DNA (blue). Scale bar:
5 pm.
(E) Bar plot shows the percentage of anti-PH3+ nuclei outside the MZ in wing discs of 
control, Cyp6al7-IR, Klp54D-IRl, and Klp54D-IR2. Values are mean (±SD). The asterisks 
indicate statistical significance compared to control by t-test with a p value < 0.005.
Together these results suggest that CR32027 may function directly or indirectly 
through transcriptional control of Klp54D, which could in turn regulate centrosome posi­
tioning or other mitotic processes. Looking forward, the regulation of centrosome posi­
tioning and dynamics may represent an important avenue for future studies of epithelial 
cell proliferation in vivo.
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Discussion
Rapid and continuous cell division is a fundamental aspect of early animal devel­
opment, and must therefore be integrated with other processes, such as cell growth, tissue 
patterning, and epithelial morphogenesis. In this thesis I provided a global functional per­
spective on cell cycle-dependent periodic genes in the Drosophila wing disc, an estab­
lished in vivo model for development and morphogenesis. On a genomic level, my 
experiments define the in vivo periodic transcriptome of an epithelial tissue for the first 
time, and also reveal an unexpected degree of plasticity in global periodic transcription be­
tween different cell types from the same organism. Experimentally, using a phenotypic 
screen validated by both flow cytometry and direct confocal analysis, I also report a large 
number of periodically expressed genes required for the regulation of cell proliferation.
This approach led us to several new genes required for tissue growth and cell cycle pro­
gression, as well as two novel genes, CGI0479 and CR32027, which appear to function in 
IKNM, a conserved aspect of epithelial cell division not observed in tissue culture cells. In 
sum, I hypothesize that similar approaches in vertebrate systems could uncover additional 
novel regulators of mitotic processes that may be difficult or impossible to study in vitro.
4.1 The global periodic transcriptome, in vivo
4.1.1 New dissociation-FACS-microarray method reliably identified global cell- 
cycle-associated transcription
4.1.1.1 New dissociation-FACS method separated cells according to DNA con­
tent without cell synchronization
In any analysis of cell cycle-dependent gene expression in an intact tissue, the chief 
technical hurdle is efficient dissociation and sorting of cells according to their DNA con­
tent. My dissociation-FACS-microarray method (see Methods) allowed me to sort wing 
disc cells into G1 and G2/M populations without the need to impose artificial synchroniza­
tion (Figure 1 A). This is the principle difference in the methodology between my thesis 
study and the previous periodic gene analysis in single-cell systems. Synchronization by 
arrest-release (e.g., double-thymidine block) has been widely used and was thought to be 
the only approach for sorting cells from different cell cycle phases. However, arguments 
have been raised about the method: whether the cells are actually synchronized and wheth­
er the apparent periodic expression is a result of chance fluctuations or stress from the 
treatments, especially when large variations were observed with replicate experiments 
(Shedden and Cooper, 2002). These concerns were addressed in this study by directly sort­
ing the cell from a near natural state after a quick dissociation, without artificial synchroni­
zation. Based on repeated post-sort analysis between experiments (Figure 3-1) and 
microscopic examination, I believe that we can apply FACS in live wing disc cells to relia­
bly separate them based on their cell cycle phase. Moreover, using my optimized FACS- 
microarray technique instead of synchronization methods, the genes we identified are 
clearly cell-cycle related, but not due to the induction of synchrony. Potentially, a similar 
approach could be applied to other tissue types for cell-cycle associated gene analysis, or 
other gene expression studies.
4.1.1.2 Triplicates and two genetic backgrounds validate the general strategy 
to robustly identify periodic genes
Previous studies in single-cell systems have revealed that periodic transcription of 
individual genes varies greatly among experiments (Jensen et al., 2006). Hence, it was ar­
gued that some differences in the gene expression measurements could arise from chance 
fluctuations (Shedden and Cooper, 2002) and in some systems, the numerous cell-cycle- 
dependent expressed genes identified may come from experimental noise. In my experi­
ments, three biological replicates were examined for each sample, and a stringent statistical 
test was applied to define the significant cyclic genes in wing disc cells or S2 cells (adjust­
ed p value < 0.05). In this way, we have defined over 700 cyclic genes in wing disc cells,
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over 600 cyclic genes in S2 cells, as well as over 100 common cyclic genes between the 
two systems, in which a large number of well-known cell cycle genes were identified, vali­
dating the general strategy. Moreover, by comparing G1 and G2/M wing disc cells from 
distinct genetic backgrounds, we eliminated the possibility that the identified cell cycle- 
associated transcripts were simply a product of random noise (Figure 3-6). These findings 
validate a general methodology for future studies while demonstrating the robustness of 
global periodic transcription in the developing wing disc.
4.1.2 Periodic transcription is a highly robust process and not a stochastic event
4.1.2.1 Periodic transcription is robust and context-dependent
The periodic expression patterns of many conserved genes vary greatly among sys­
tems derived from distantly related organisms (Jensen et al., 2006; Rustici et al., 2004). 
Despite the evolutionary distance, these single-cell systems are also derived from distinct 
cell or tissue contexts. Thus, it is unclear if the expression differences can be purely ex­
plained by evolution, or different contexts, or moreover, a stochastic process. To answer 
these questions, we compared the periodic transcriptome between different cell contexts of 
the same organism, as well as the same cellular context in two distinct genetic back­
grounds. To accomplish this, Drosophila S2 cells were analyzed in parallel with wild-type
7 7 7J?wing disc cells from distinct OreR and w backgrounds. From these comparisons, my 
results suggest that periodic transcription is robust within the same cell context, but also 
has great context-specificity.
4.1.2.2 Periodic gene expression in Gl/S is primarily controlled by E2F
How is robust but context-specific periodic transcription achieved? By searching 
the upstream regulatory regions of the identified periodic genes using computational analy­
sis, we identified (de novo) a strong enrichment for E2F binding sites among G1 genes, but 
no consensus motifs related to G2 expression (Figure 3-10). Further, we observed a tight
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correlation between G1 expression, G1 function, and physical interaction between proteins 
involved in DNA replication (Figure 3-24), and again, no such correlation in G2. This 
suggests that the waves of periodic gene expression primarily reflect the action of E2F dur­
ing Gl/S. Interestingly, we observed differences in the nucleotide sequences of the pre­
dicted E2F binding sites from common and wing disc-specific G1 genes (Figure 3- 
10). This may partially explain the context specific periodic gene expression in G1 phase. 
More discussion of the regulation and function of periodic expression is included in the 
following section.
4.1.3 Functional implication of context-dependent periodic gene expression
4.1.3.1 The periodic expression of core cell cycle genes may contribute to the 
control of cell cycle duration in Drosophila
One key functional implication of periodic gene expression is to ensure ‘just-in- 
time’ assembly, a conserved process in eukaryotes (de Lichtenberg et al., 2005; Jensen et 
al., 2006). It is therefore surprising that we identified many well-known DNA replication 
genes that exhibited different patterns of periodic transcription between wing disc and S2 
cells (Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13). These results demonstrate that within the same organ­
ism, cell cycle-associated transcription may vary significantly, even for genes known to be 
functioning in core processes. How these differences in periodic expression are achieved 
remains unclear, though subtle changes in binding sites for upstream regulatory factors 
(e.g., E2F) may play a role (Figure 3-10). The differences in the upstream binding sites 
identified may indicate an involvement of different transcriptional cofactors that assists the 
function of E2F in diverse contexts. To test the effectiveness of the different binding sites 
to the periodic transcription, it will be interesting to replace one form (e.g., the sequence 
identified upstream of the common genes) with the other (the sequence identified upstream 
of the wing disc-specific genes) to examine the outcomes to the transcriptional pattern.
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Notably, for the two model systems we used, wing disc cells at third instar have a 
cell doubling time around 12 hours (Neufeld et al., 1998) and S2 cells have a cell cycle of 
roughly 24 hours with a relatively shorter duration of G1 and a longer G2/M phase (Figure 
3-1). This relative timing difference may be one of the factors underlying the differential 
periodic transcription in the two contexts. Conversely, the differential periodic expression 
of certain genes could contribute to the temporal regulation of cell division. For example, 
peak expression of CDC6 during G2/M in S2 cells correlates with a longer G2/M duration. 
Since CDC6 stabilizes APC and delays mitosis (Boronat and Campbell, 2007; Bueno and 
Russell, 1992), we reason that the periodic expression of CDC6 could contribute to the 
control of cell cycle length in Drosophila.
4.1.3.2 Context-dependent cell cycle regulation at the post-translational level 
and its disease implications
Differential regulation of periodic transcription (as we report in wing disc and S2 
cells) is not likely to be the only way of controlling context-dependent cell cycle regula­
tion. Interestingly, periodically expressed subunits of protein complexes involved in core 
cell-cycle processes (e.g., DNA replication, mitosis) are proposed to be three times as like­
ly to be phosphorylated as constitutively expressed components (Jensen et al., 2006). 
Through the lens of my results, this raises the intriguing possibility that there may also be 
significant context-dependent regulation at the post-translational level.
These findings have some potential implications for human health. For example, 
Meier-Gorlin syndrome is a disease caused by mutations in pre-RC complex components 
but is associated with tissue-specific effects, such as reduced ear size (Bicknell et al.,
201 la; Bicknell et al., 201 lb; Guernsey et al., 2011). A deeper understanding of context- 
specific cell cycle regulation could shed light on the tissue-specific effects in such condi­
tions. It may also provide further insight into context-dependent features of cell cycle pro­
gression during proliferative disease.
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4.1.3.3 The periodic gene expression and function correlated on a genome-wide 
scale
This thesis project suggests a correlation between periodic gene expression and 
function on a genome-wide scale. In the developing wing, we found that a significantly 
higher percentage of wing disc periodic gene knockdowns (78.5%) produced a wing phe­
notype compared with either randomly selected (52.2%) or S2-specific periodic genes 
(48.5%). The detailed analyses are included in Table S5 and S6. Consistently, based on 
published S2 RNAi screen data, we found that the S2 periodic genes were more likely to 
be required for S2 cell proliferation or cell cycle phasing. Specifically, among common 
and S2 specific periodic genes, 3.5% (9/257) showed either G1 or G2 phasing defects, 
whereas in wing disc specific periodic genes, only 2.5% (5/200) showed cell cycle phasing 
defects. We have included this comparison in Table S8. However, since there were a very 
limited number of genes identified in the published S2 screen, there is not sufficient data to 
make a blanket statement on the correlation between periodic gene expression and function 
in S2 cells.
Following the finding of context-specific periodic gene expression, in the future, it 
will be of great interest to dissect the functional significance of periodic transcription on a 
global scale in vivo. However, this is a hard question and may not have a common answer 
for all periodic genes. Hypothetically, in some cases, periodic transcription may not be 
functionally necessary, but may simply serve to limit needless transcription and thus opti­
mize cellular energy homeostasis (only expressing DNA replication proteins when they are 
required, for example). Thus, the functional importance of periodic transcription can not be 
determined from a few individual gene examples. Technically, simply replacing a periodic 
promoter with a constitutive (non-periodic) or opposite-phase promoter would not guaran­
tee a similar expression level, which could complicate the interpretation of any observed 
phenotypes. This kind of experiment must be carefully designed to conduct, control and 
interpret.
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In conclusion, this thesis project opens up many interesting questions about the 
regulation and function of periodic expression, especially in terms of context-specificity. 
For the current study, my primary objective was to use periodic patterns of gene expression 
as a potential indicator for genes involved in cell proliferation in vivo. Indeed, this ap­
proach led me to identify a number of novel periodic genes required for wing development, 
cell cycle phasing, mitotic regulation, and novel genes specifically involved in IKNM.
4.2 Periodically expressed genes represent good candidates for cell 
cycle related screens in vivo
4.2.1 Periodically expressed genes represent good candidates for a cell cycle 
screen
r
4.2.1.1 Novel periodic genes were identified functioning in cell proliferation
As I discussed in the previous section, periodically expressed genes were enriched 
for factors required for normal cell cycle phasing in the developing wing disc. A previous 
genome-wide screen in S2 cells using a similar flow cytometry approach found that rough­
ly 4% of all genes screened were required for cell cycle progression, cell size or apoptosis 
(Bjorklund et a l , 2006). Here, by functionally screening 311 periodically expressed genes 
in vivo, we identified over a hundred factors involved in wing growth and 39 (among 120 
genes screened by flow cytometry) required for normal cell cycle phasing. Among the 39 
periodic genes required for normal cell cycle phasing in the wing disc, only four were pre­
viously identified by S2 cell-based screening approaches (Bjorklund et al., 2006; Gilsdorf 
et al., 2010). The subset identified only in my screen included some very well-studied cell 
cycle genes, includingpcna, Separase and Rbf (Table 3-1), which validated my in vivo ap­
proach. I have also identified numerous uncharacterized periodically expressed genes re­
quired for normal cell cycle phasing in vivo, such as CG10200, CG31344, CG16734, 
CG8080, CG31133 and CG14781, in addition to several factors not previously known to
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have a role in cell cycle progression (Figure 3-22 and Table 3-1). Currently, none of these 
factors are known to be periodically expressed and none have been implicated in the regu­
lation of cell cycle progression (even in S2 RNAi screens).
4.2.1.2 The potential of the in vivo screen approach
The differential identification of these and other factors from my screen and previ­
ous S2 screens may simply be due to differences in RNAi efficiency or other technical dis­
crepancies between the two systems. It is also possible that the cell cycle machinery is 
more sensitive to gene expression levels in the developmental context. Nevertheless, my 
ability to identify both known and novel cell cycle genes confirms the potential of the in 
vivo approach. Since I only tested approximately 20% of the total wing disc periodic genes 
by flow cytometry and confocal imaging, additional periodic genes regulating cell prolifer­
ation may yet be identified.
4.2.2 Wing disc-specific periodic genes include candidates that link the cell cycle 
with epithelial development
In addition to the identification of cell cycle genes in the developing wing, by 
screening periodically expressed genes in vivo, we also identified interesting candidates 
that link the cell cycle with other aspects of epithelial development. Here, I discuss exam­
ples of periodic genes and their functions in developmental signaling, epithelial architec­
ture and polarity.
4.2.2.1 The wing disc-specific G2 periodic gene, CG10200, potentially links cell 
cycle progression with the Hh signaling pathway
Among the periodic genes that were periodically expressed in the wing disc but not 
in S2 cells (wing disc-specific periodic genes), one G2 gene, CGI 0200, potentially links 
the cell cycle with the Hh signaling pathway. From flow cytometry analysis, we observed 
the CGI 0200 knockdown produced an increased S and G2/M phase phenotype (Figure 3-
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22). Interestingly, CGI 0200 RNA expression exhibited a Hh signaling-related pattern in 
the wing imaginal disc (Figure 3-8). We have hypothesized that CG10200 could be a 
downstream factor of Hh signaling, by which its periodic expression may link wing disc 
signaling events with cell cycle and growth in vivo. Indeed, a very recent report confirmed 
that CGI0200 responds to ectopic Hh signaling in the wing disc (Ibrahim et al., 2013). As 
a future direction, it would be interesting to understand how CGI0200 links Hh develop­
mental signaling with G2 phase of the cell cycle.
4.2.2.2 RnrS and RPA2 are essential for maintaining normal mitotic cell size 
and epithelial architecture
In addition to wing disc-specific periodic genes that link the cell cycle with wing 
development, common periodic genes in the epithelial context could also control tissue- 
specific developmental aspects. From confocal imaging analysis, I identified two G1 
common genes, RnrS (Ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase small subunit) and RPA2 
(Replication protein A2), that not only control mitosis, but are also important for maintain­
ing a normal mitotic cell size (Figure 3-34 and Figure 3-35) and the epithelial architecture 
(Figure 3-36). Both genes directly function in the process of DNA replication. Incomplete 
DNA replication (low DNA staining signal) may trigger a cell cycle arrest in both knock­
downs, which led to a cell size increase. Indeed, I observed enlarged epithelial cells in 
wing discs with knockdowns of some other DNA replication factors, such as CDC45L, 
dpa,pcna (Figure 3-29 and Figure 3-30), and cyclin E (data not shown). Intriguingly, in­
cluding cases with a very strong cell cycle arrest (e.g., cyclin E RNAi; Figure 3-23), RnrS 
and RPA2 represent the two examples with the largest cell size increases (cell volume be­
came eight times larger than that of normal cells; Figure 3-34). It is equally interesting that 
only in RnrS and RPA2 RNAi wing discs, we observed that the enlarged epithelial cells 
were often extruded from the epithelium during mitosis. In the future, phenotypically, we 
can look into the dynamics of the apical extrusion (and floating; Figure 3-35) by live imag­
ing. Mechanistically, we can examine if this extrusion is a cell-autonomous process by 
generating mosaic clones among control cells. We can also examine whether cell adhesion 
complex levels and localization dynamics may play a role in this apical mitotic extrusion 
process in both control and discs with enlarged cells. Neither RnrS nor RPA2 have been 
identified in previous RNAi screens in S2 cells, but both of them came out as targets from 
a recent in vivo screen using the nervous system. Knockdown of either gene produces a 
larger cell size in neuroblast cells (Neumuller et al., 2011), a similar effect to what we have 
seen in the developing wing discs. This again validates the merits of in vivo screen ap­
proaches.
4.2.2.3 The tumor suppressor genes, dlgl and scrib are periodically expressed 
during G1 phase
There are other examples of periodic genes identified in my screens that link with 
epithelial development. For example, dlgl and scrib have been well documented as tumor 
suppressor genes in the DLGl/SCRIB complex, controlling both tissue growth and cell 
polarity (Bilder et al., 2000). However, specifically, how they directly interact with the cell 
cycle machinery remains unclear. Here, we showed that dlgl and scrib are regulated in a 
cell cycle-dependent manner at the gene expression level (dlgl: G1-Common, and scrib: 
Gl-WD specific), and knockdown of both induced interruption of cell cycle progression or 
cell growth. Moreover, we identified potential E2F binding sites de novo from the up­
stream regulatory region of dlgl. This suggests that the activity of the DLGl/SCRIB com­
plex may not only be directly regulated by the cell cycle, but important for normal cell 
cycle phasing and cell size control. Along similar lines, it has been observed that the local­
ization and stability of DLG1 protein is regulated in a cell cycle-dependent manner. This 
regulation may be directly controlled at the phosphorylation sites of DLG1 by CDK pro­
teins (Narayan et al., 2009). In the future, it would be interesting to extend the functional 
study from using ectopic expressing constructs and cultured cell lines, and test the cell cy­
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cle-dependent regulation of DLGl/SCRIB complex in a tissue context, potentially linking 
with epithelial polarity.
4.2.3 Wing disc-specific periodic genes also include factors involved in myoblast 
or neuronal precursor development
Does every gene identified in my microarray cyclically express in the developing 
wing disc? We believe most of them do, as most of the epithelial cells are still actively pro­
liferating at the stage we did the microarray, and by RNA in situ hybridization, we know 
many of the genes express ubiquitously in the wing disc. Besides, many of them show pe­
riodic expression pattern in the developing eye imaginal disc. However, from my microar­
ray experiment, I also identified an additional type of gene expressed in specific small 
groups of cells. In the developing wing disc, there is a group of cells in the neuronal line­
age which arrest early in G2 phase (Johnston and Edgar, 1998). Among wing disc cyclic 
G2 genes, we have indeed identified the known proneural genes achaete and scute (Cubas 
et al., 1991; Skeath and Carroll, 1991), as well as novel gene CG3168, encoding a protein 
with major facilitator superfamily domain, which is predominantly expressed in cells with 
neuronal identify (Figure 3-9). Interestingly, among wing disc cyclic G1 genes, we also 
identified genes with known expression patterns and functions in the myoblast cell lineage 
of the adepithelial layer, such as Twist, mef2, the fly FGF receptor Heartless/DFRl (Emori 
and Saigo, 1993; Shishido et al., 1993), Him (Butler et al., 2003; Rebeiz et al., 2002). We 
have also discovered a novel myoblast gene, SoxlOOB, by in situ hybridization (Figure 3- 
9), which has transcription factor activity and was previously linked with male gonad de­
velopment (DeFalco et al., 2003). This suggests that the wing disc associated myoblast 
cells may arrest in G1/G0 phase at the third instar larval stage as in other myoblast sys­
tems. These suggest my microarray data not only identified cyclic genes in the developing 
wing disc, but also defined a group of genes involved in myoblast or neuronal precursor 
cell development, which express in specific cell types due to early cell cycle arrests. In the
future, it will be interesting to confirm the lineage-specific expression of target genes using 
myoblast and neuronal precursor specific markers (FISH or double-staining).
A few genes in this category also show defects in cell cycle phasing. Those genes 
could either control cell division of cells in disc proper non-autonomously or they have a 
ubiquitous low-level expression in the disc proper. However, we also can not rule out the 
possibility that the cell cycle phasing phenotypes we observed are owing to potential off- 
target effect of certain RNAi lines.
4.3 Periodic genes provide novel insights into IKNM
4.3.1 The putative IncRNA CR32027 potentially links cell cycle progression with 
centrosome dynamics and nuclear movement
Although the underlying molecular mechanisms are still largely unclear, IKNM is a 
critical process that ensures the apical mitotic rounding of polarized epithelial cells. In this 
respect, IKNM represents a facet of cell proliferation control that can only be fully under­
stood in vivo. From my list of periodically expressed genes, two candidates were implicat­
ed in the regulation of IKNM in the developing wing disc. Both CR32027 (which encodes 
a long ncRNA) and CGI0479 (which encodes a novel SH2-domain containing protein) 
showed ubiquitous expression in the wing disc (Figure S2A) and exhibited elevated G1 
phase expression only in the wing disc and not in the S2 cells. The knockdown of both 
genes by RNAi caused wing growth defects (Figure 3E and Table S3) and led to a signifi­
cant increase in basal mitotic nuclei without a corresponding disruption of epithelial integ­
rity (Figure 6A and Figure 6B).
I have obtained additional RNAi lines targeting CGI0479 from the NIG stock cen­
ter, knockdown of which showed a different adult wing phenotype from the VDRC stock 
(wing notching rather than growth defects). The NIG lines target the conserved SH2 do­
main, and may therefore have significant off target effects. The conserved SH2 domain is 
avoided in the sequence of the VDRC line that we used for the study. Although I could not
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validate requirements for CGI0479 with multiple RNAi constructs, my data suggest that it 
controls mitotic rounding upstream of the known actomyosin contractility cassette (Meyer 
et al., 2011). In contrast, it appears that CR32027 functions through an independent mech­
anism, perhaps related to the regulation of MTOC localization and centrosome function 
(Figure 7A, Figure 7C-7G, and Figure S6D-S6F).
Notably, the periodic genes CGI0479 and CR32027 are required for IKNM, while 
they produced no cell cycle or cell size defects after knockdown in S2 cells (Bjorklund et 
al., 2006). In the future, it would be reasonable to extend my confocal screen for IKNM 
defects to the 401 additional periodic genes identified in wing disc (which were also not 
screened for defects in wing growth).
4.3.2 Periodic expression of CR32027 potentially controls IKNM through a 
temporal control in Klp54D abundance
Mechanistically, CR32027 may regulate the process of IKNM through transcrip­
tional regulation of the kinesin family motor protein, Klp54D (Figure 3-46). Interestingly, 
216 putative IncRNA were identified in human cells that exhibit periodic expression during 
the cell cycle (Hung et al., 2011). One recently identified periodically expressed IncRNA, 
MALAT1 controls expression of multiple targets, including the centromere-associated ki- 
nesin-like protein, CENPE (Tripathi et al., 2013). A number of kinesin-like proteins (e.g., 
Xklp2, kinesin-12/KIF15) localize to the spindle poles and regulate centrosome separation 
in Xenopus, mouse embryos, and human cells (Boleti et al., 1996; Courtois et al., 2012; 
Sturgill and Ohi, 2013). In addition, a stronger CR32027 knockdown effect was observed 
using nubbin-GAL4, wherein mitotic spindle poles were splayed out and the splayed MTs 
were anchored to the cell cortex (Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2). This is similar to the cellular 
phenotype of kinesin RNAi in S2 cells (Goshima and Vale, 2003). Based on my results, 
elevated G1 expression of the putative long non-coding RNA CR32027 could play a tem­
poral role in controlling the microtubule motor protein Klp54D abundance, thus linking
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cell cycle progression with centrosome dynamics and nuclear movement. Future study is 
needed to characterize the motor protein function of Klp54D in detail, such as its localiza­
tion and motion direction on the MT. We hypothesize that it could function as a MT plus 
end motor that locates at the apical centrosomes and pull the MT with the mitotic nuclei, or 
it may serve as a minus end motor protein that transport the nuclei along the MT to the api­
cal centrosomes. Along similar lines of motor protein function in IKNM, it was recently 
reported that dynein is recruited to nuclei during G2 to drive IKNM in the vertebrate neo­
cortex (Hu et al., 2013). Combined, these independent results suggest that the cell cycle 
phase-specific regulation of motor proteins could be a conserved feature of cell prolifera­
tion in epithelial tissues.
Control B CR32027-IR2
Figure 4-1 The splayed spindles in metaphase cells with CR32027 strong knockdown.
(A) Multiple metaphase cells in a control wing disc with normal spindles.
(B) The splayed spindles (<arrowheads) in metaphase cells of wing disc with CR32027 
strong knockdown (UAS-dicer2; nubbin-GAL4>CR32027-IR2). Note that the mitotic cells 
of CR32027 RNAi are bigger than control cells, probably due to a cell cycle delay. Samples 
are labeled for a-tubulin (MT, green), anti-PH3 (blue), and F-Actin (red). Scale bar: 10pm.
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Figure 4-2 CR32027 is required for IKNM, potentially through modulation of centro­
some function.
TEM images of an apical localized mitotic cell in a wing disc with CR32027 strong knock­
down (driven by UAS-dicer2, w1118; nubbin-GAL4 > CR32027-IR2). Images were taken at 
different sections to show putatively non-functional centrioles (arrowheads) that were not 
associated with MTs. Instead, bundled MTs appear to radiate into the cytoplasm from ei­
ther membrane structures (<asterisks, B and D) or the cell cortex (asterisk, C).
Based on our results, CR32027 and klp54D is highly likely to regulate the process 
of IKNM independent of the actomyosin pathway (Figure 3-39 and Figure 3-40). It is in­
teresting to notice that the p-MRLC staining is symmetric (both apical and basal to the nu­
cleus) in the CR32027 RNAi cells (Figure 3-39). This raised a possibility that CR32027 
might function by controlling the asymmetry distribution of myosin activity. However, due 
to the heterogeneity of the mitotic nuclei positioning and movement (either complete divi­
sion basal or finish division at apical, Figure 3-44), detailed analysis on the distribution of 
active myosin is needed. Based on the current data, CR32027 and klp54D probably func­
tion through controlling centrosome function. We would expect that inhibit actin dynamic 
by Cytochalasin D in klp54D RNAi wing disc may also lead to a significant increase in the
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number of basally mislocalized mitotic nuclei. In the future, it will be interesting to exam­
ine if centrosome hopping and the control of MT dynamic may serve as a backup mecha­
nism for normal IKNM regulation in the wing disc epithelium. If so, combining the MT 
drugs with Cytochalasin D would enhanced the IKNM defects observed with only Cyto- 
chalasin D treatment.
4.3.3 Another potential downstream target of CR32027 in controlling IKNM: 
piwi
In addition to Klp54D, I also identified piwi as another potential target gene of 
CR32027. The expression level of piwi was down-regulated (four fold) after CR32027 
knockdown. Importantly, two independent RNAi lines of piwi phenocopied the IKNM de­
fects observed in CR32027 knockdowns. This is particularly interesting, since piwi has 
been mostly investigated for its function in interacting with piRNA. In germline stem cells, 
it promotes cell division autonomously, while it also modulates germline stem cell division 
through somatic expression (Cox et al., 2000). Does piwi function in wing disc by regulat­
ing the cell cycle-specific process of IKNM? Does the potential long non-coding RNA, 
CR32027 control IKNM partially through interacting with the pathways of piRNA? To an­
swer these questions, in the future, we need to thoroughly investigate the function of piwi 
in the context of wing disc development, especially using piwi null mutants.
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Figure 4-3piwi may be another downstream target of CR32027 in controlling IKNM.
Basally-mislocalized mitotic nuclei (anti-PH3+, white) were observed in wing discs of 
piwi-IRl and piwi-IR2 (driven by A9-GAL4, at 29 °C). Samples were also stained for F- 
Actin (red) and DNA {blue). Scale bar: 5pm.
4.3.4 Independent mechanisms may regulate the normally associated processes 
of mitotic division, apical mitotic cell rounding, and mitotic nuclear migra­
tion
One of the most surprising observations was that mitotic progression can not only 
initiate but also reach completion at the basal side of the epithelium in CR32027 RNAi 
discs (Figure 7E). To the best of our knowledge, CR32027 RNAi represents the first sepa­
ration of function between the control of mitotic nuclear position and the control of cell 
division itself. This indicates that apical rounding, mitosis and mitotic nuclear migration, 
though normally tightly associated, are regulated by partially independent mechanisms. 
Given the importance of these issues and their likely implications for epithelial cell divi­
sion in a multitude of systems, further study of CR32027 will be important to expand our 
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of IKNM. On a broader level, my genomic 
analyses provide a global perspective on cell cycle regulation in the in vivo epithelial con­
text, at both the transcriptional and functional level. Further detailed analyses of interesting 
candidates and their human counterparts should improve our understanding of epithelial 
cell proliferation in both development and disease.
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Appendix A: Supplemental Information
5.1 Supplemental Tables
(All Supplemental materials can be accessed at Liang’s published paper in the jour­
nal of Developmental Cell at http://dx.doi.Org/10.1016/i.devcel.2014.02.018. Additional infor­
mation and original data can be viewed at the Stowers Original Data Repository site at: 
http://odr.stowers.org.)
5.1.1 Table SI. Microarray analysis identified 8 classes of periodic genes.
Eight classes of periodic genes are listed separately, including the 6 main categories 
(Gl-Com, G2-Com, Gl-WD, G2-WD, G1-S2, and G2-S2). For each gene, the probe ID 
from the Affymetrix array, G1/G2 expression ratios, related p values and the adjusted p 
values for wing discs, S2 cells, and their differences (Diff) are listed. Genes are also anno­
tated by their Gene Symbol, Gene Title, FlyBase ID, Representative Public ID, and associ­
ated GO terms.
5.1.2 Table S2.19 transcripts showing different periodic behavior between Or- 
eR and w1118 wing discs.
For each gene, probe ID from the Affymetrix array, G1/G2 expression ratios and 
related p values in OreR wing disc cells, w1118 wing disc cells, and their differences (Diff) 
are listed. Genes are also annotated by their Gene Symbol, Gene Title, FlyBase ID, Repre­
sentative Public ID, and associated GO terms.
5.1.3 Table S3. RNAi phenotypes in adult wings.
For each gene, the periodic class, gene name and RNAi lines screened (VDRC 
RNAi line transformant ID) are listed. For each line, the knockdown phenotypes were ob­
served for at least 10 male and/or female progeny, and a score from 1 to 3 was given based 
on the phenotypic severity.
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5.1.4 Table S4. RNAi wing phenotypes, summarized for individual genes.
For each gene, the scores of knockdown phenotypes were averaged based on two 
separate RNAi lines wherever possible.
5.1.5 Table S5. RNAi phenotypes for 66 S2-specific genes.
The periodic class, gene name and RNAi line screened (VDRC RNAi line trans­
formant ID) are listed. For each line, knockdown phenotypes were observed for at least 10 
male and/or female progeny, and a score from 1 to 3 was given based on the phenotypic 
severity.
5.1.6 Table S6. RNAi phenotypes for 67 randomly-selected genes (Random).
The periodic class, gene name and RNAi line screened (VDRC RNAi line trans­
formant ID) are listed. For each line, knockdown phenotypes were observed for at least 10 
male and/or female progeny, and a score from 1 to 3 was given based on the phenotypic 
severity.
5.1.7 Table S7. Flow cytometry results for 138 RNAi lines (120 periodic genes).
For each gene, the gene name, periodic class, and VDRC RNAi line transformant 
ID are listed. Flow cytometry data include GFP' and GFP+ cell events, as well as cell num­
ber distributions (by percentage) in Gl, S and G2/M phases based on Modfit analysis. Cell 
number (pos/neg, cell proliferation), Gl (pos/neg, cell cycle phasing), S (pos/neg, cell cy­
cle phasing), and G2/M (pos/neg, cell cycle phasing) were calculated for each line by di­
viding the GFP+ cell number by corresponding GFP' cell number.
5.1.8 Table S8. Summary of periodic genes identified in this study.
This table organizes data obtained during the course of my periodic expression 
studies, functional experiments and bioinformatic analyses. Multiple human orthologs for 
Drosophila genes or multiple GO terms under ‘cell cycle’ were not included here. Identi­
fied genes were manually compared with their published S2 RNAi phenotypes (Bjorklund
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et al., 2006). Note that the cell cycle phasing analysis in the S2 RNAi data (Bjorklund et 
al., 2006) includes percentages of cells in Gl, G2, subGl, overG2, but not S phase. ND, 
not done.
5.2 Supplemental Movies
5.2.1 Movie SI. Normal mitosis in an ex vivo cultured control wing disc.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cnri) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). One second represents 8 minutes in 
real time.
5.2.2 Movie S2. Aberrant mitosis following DNA-ligJ RNAi knockdown.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cnn) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). One second represents 8 minutes in 
real time.
5.2.3 Movie S3. Aberrant mitosis following HipHop RNAi knockdown.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cnn) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). One second represents 8 minutes in 
real time.
5.2.4 Movie S4. Aberrant mitosis following Deterin RNAi knockdown.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cnn) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). Note the presence of four spindle 
poles. One second represents 8 minutes in real time.
5.2.5 Movie S5. Aberrant mitosis following Deterin RNAi knockdown.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cnn) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). Note the presence of eight spindle 
poles and that the cell failed to divide. One second represents 8 minutes in real time.
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5.2.6 Movie S6. SPIM time-lapse movie of a representative apical cell division in 
an ex vivo cultured control wing disc.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cmi) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). One second represents 3.5 minutes 
in real time.
5.2.7 Movie S7. SPIM time-lapse movie of an aberrant basal mitotic event fol­
lowing CR32027 RNAi knockdown.
Cell division was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP- 
Cnn) and RFP-labeled chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). One second represents 3.5 minutes 
in real time.
5.2.8 Movie S8. SPIM time-lapse movie of an aberrant mitosis following 
CR32027 RNAi knockdown.
In this case, cell division initiated at the basal side of the epithelium, but the mitotic 
figure subsequently translocated to the apical surface to complete division. Cell division 
was monitored with GFP-labeled centrosomes {green, UASp-GFP-Cnn) and RFP-labeled 
chromatin {red, His2Av-mRFP). One second represents 3.5 minutes in real time.
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